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SCSU recovery
project announced

XZWRMK\Q[OMIZML\W_IZL[\]LMV\[_PWVMML\WIJ[\IQV
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
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students interested in this
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people need to abstain from
KPMUQKIT[PM[IQLIVL\PQ[ ;MMRecovery8IOM
John Russett

LARP: axes and actors
Joe Edmonds
,):416/<768)6<76;<)..807<7/:)80-:

Students opened Somali Night with a traditional dance called the “Sharaka Dance”.

Somali Night showcases culture
Meg Iserloth
ONLINE EDITOR

Despite starting almost an hour behind schedule due to
\MKPVQKITLQNÅK]T\QM[\PM;WUITQ;\]LMV\)[[WKQI\QWV;;)¼[ÅN\P
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Unity Night brings African students together
Brenna Casey
BEAT REPORTER

7V5IZKP!=VQ\a6QOP\
\WWSXTIKM_Q\PQV\PM)\_WWL*ITTZWWU
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Michael Hirl is the Monarch of LARP.
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Events
Calendar
Monday
RAD: Sustaining
Student Attention in
a Digital Age
8 - 10:30 a.m.
This event is free and
open to the public
and will take place at
Atwood, in the Cascade
Room. This event is
hosted by Clinical
Experiences.

SHUN JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR

Tuesday

*W2IKQ[QVIVL5QKPIMT3]TMLOMÅOP\W]\[QLMWN )\_WWL5MUWZQIT+MV\MZ[W\PMaKIVTM^MT]X

Faculty Association
Elections
2 - 3 p.m.
This event is free and
open to the public
and will take place at
the Atwood Theatre
Lounge. This event is
hosted by the Faculty
Association.

LARP
Continued from Page 1
pads used for smaller clubs.
“You’re swinging a sword at
somebody’s face,” said James Mattson, member of the LARP Society.
“There have been concussions.”
The LARP Society at SCSU
NWK][M[WVI[XMKQÅK\QUMXMZQWL
though many can be used. Any weapon piece of technology can be used
in their scenarios that was invented
before 1650.
Different rules can be set for game
play. If you are hit in the arm or leg
with a weapon, you lose that body
part to use. If you lose two body parts
you”die,” or are taken out of the
game. If you are hit in the chest or
other vital parts of the body, you also
“die.”
Variant modes of play can also
be used such as King of the Hill or
Capture the Flag. A campaign mode
can also be played that incorporates a
story into playing, which the players make up. There is also ditching,
where you simply pick teams and
ÅOP\
There are also several classes that

SHUN JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR

;WUMWN \PM_MIXWV[IVL[PQMTL[\PM4):8[WKQM\a][M[
each person could potentially be,
given that they have the right amount
of experience. Higher levels come
with more lives, better experience
IVLUWZM[\IVKMWV\PMJI\\TMÅMTL1V
larger battles at conventions, some ofÅKMZ[IZMM^MVOQ^MVKWV\ZWTWN \ZWWX[
The LARP Society is currently
undergoing a decrease in membership.
James Payne is the former president of the society, and was in the
seat during its formation. Due to the
lack of focus of the group, though, he
decided to leave.

“I would hold meetings and
give different recommendations for
the club,” Payne said. “They had
their own thoughts and ideas on the
way the group should be managed,
though.”
When suggestions about using
different scenarios were put forward
for the group, they were turned down
by the people who decided which
scenario to use, Payne said.
“Whatever happened this week
is going to happen this week,” said
Mattson. “No matter what the
characters do there was never any

Recovery

Unity

Continued from Page 1

Continued from Page 1

necessary to the students
involved.
“We’re not into numbers,” Eggers said, “We’re
into having a really healthy
recovery program.”
Eggers and Pedersen
hope there is enough interest from current students to
get the program started.
“We’re hoping we might
cultivate some current
students to be a part of the
program,” Pedersen said.
The process for selecting
students will be quite extensive, Egger said. He said
he will be getting treatment
records, letters of recommendation and background
information to help select
students for this project.
“We would make a
subjective decision as to
whether the student will be
admitted,” Pedersen said.
An important aspect of
this program is the anonymity of the students in
the program, Pedersen said.
“Other students won’t
know these students are a

part of the program,” he
said, adding this approach
gives students the best possibility to succeed in the
university environment.
“They will be amongst
us all day, every day,” Eggers said. “Their housing is
separate and there will be
[WUMXZWOZIUUQVO[XMKQÅK
to students in recovery.”
Eggers said the objective
isn’t so much about keeping these students secret but
giving them privacy.
“We’re in a part of the
country where there is a
[QOVQÅKIV\VMMLNWZ\PQ[SQVL
of housing in higher education,” Pedersen said.
The SCSU Community Recovery Project has
been modeled after other
higher education programs
of this nature, Eggers said,
citing Augsburg College in
Minneapolis as the prime
example.

Throughout the presentation, the audience asked a series of questions regarding the
virus and prominent members of society, such
as Magic Johnson and Robert Reed, who had
contracted the illness.
Following the question and answer portion
of the presentation, the audience watched a
documentary depicting the lives of individuals
who face the virus in Africa.
If interested in learning more about becoming involved with OPAA and their mission,
meetings are held on Tuesdays within the Glacier South room of Atwood at 5 p.m.
Throughout the evening, native tribal and
praise dances were performed by LSA and ASA
members Wookie Benson, Daniela Blanton, and
Sonchie Davies.
Jackie Page of the LSA presented “Stripping
Away Our Resources” which noted struggles
faced by the nation of Liberia.
Page described the Firestone Tire and Rubber Company as the party responsible for the
nation’s economic misfortune as it is believed
that the corporation took advantage of the
people of Liberia and their resources.
Clarence Faikai, president of the ASA and
a citizen of Liberia, spoke of the many positives
of the African culture as well as the negative
connotations which preceded the countries
within Africa.
“Sometimes the name contradicts the main
agenda of Unity Night. It is a night where the
majority of African on campus come together
and talk about issues going on back home,”
Faikai said. “This year, since there are so many

change, which is why some people
started leaving because it’s linear story
telling.”
Though turmoil has shaken the
group, its core still stands strong.
Devoted players still show up every
week to act out their wildest battling
fantasy, and membership is expected
to pick up again over the summer.
The SCSU LARP Society meets
every Thursday at 6 p.m. in the
Primrose room in Atwood. A regular
meeting is usually held to discuss
events, with a healthy dose of battle
afterwards.

BEAT REPORTER

On Wednesday evening within the Cascade
Room of Atwood, the students and faculty of
SCSU had the opportunity to experience hunger
in a unique dinner.
Oxfam is an international, non-governmental organization that promotes social justice and
I_IZMVM[[QVWZLMZ\WÅOP\_WZTLP]VOMZIVL
poverty. Since 1942, Oxfam International has
helped aid over 90 countries in hopes of eliminating poverty and injustice.
“A Meal to Change the World”, an Oxfam
America Hunger Banquet, consisted of guests
selecting a ticket at random which determined
the meal they were to be served that evening.
Upon entering the room, three distinct sections
KW]TLJMWJ[MZ^MLI[\PMÅZ[\[MK\QWV_I[NWZ
individuals who had drawn a ticket representing a salary of over $18,000. The tables for the
“elite” of the world were draped with red table

KTW\P[ILWZVML_Q\PKIVLTM[ÅVM[QT^MZ_IZM
and plates. Those who drew an income between
$18,000 and $950 represented the global middle
class and sat at bare picnic tables adjacent to
the higher income patrons. Finally, those whose
ticket represented an income of less than $950
sat on the ground between the elite and middle
class.
Angela Witte, program coordinator of the
Multicultural Student Services, and Elizabeth
Kuom, an SCSU junior majoring community
psychology, served as the master of ceremonies for the evening’s events. Witte opened the
banquet by asking the attendees to allow all
of pressures of the day to be forgotten and to
refocus themselves on the issue facing billions of
individuals throughout the world.
“Hopefully, we can all internalize and take
with us the message that Oxfam has given us
and what we support,” Witte said. “This event
is meant to give you a glimpse of the everyday
realities of people who live in poverty and to

I Don’t Have Time
to Attend This
Workshop!
12 p.m. - 1 p.m.
This event is free and
open to the public
and will take place at
Atwood in the Oak
Room. This event will
help attendees manage
gaps between their
percieved amount of
time and actual time
with a SWOT analysis.

Thursday

YASMIN TCHMOLA / ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

Tamrat Tademe, associate professor
from the Humam Relations and Multicultural Education Dept., opening
Unity Night.
struggles going on back home, we decided to
make awareness about AIDS and exploitation
over our resources.”
Another popular event which is sponsored
largely in part by the ASA is African Night
_PQKPLQ[XTIa[\PMUIVaJMVMÅ\[IVLXW[Q\Q^M[
to the numerous cultures that are represented.
“‘African Night’ is about displaying our
culture and all of the positive things about being
an African,” Faikai said. “This night is to show
people that there are still crises in Africa.”

Oxfam Hunger Banquet teaches real world lessons on hunger
*ZMVVI+I[Ma

Wednesday

provide opportunities to become involved.”
Throughout the evening, volunteers from
the audience role played numerous scenarios in
which income was affected and were therefore
required to relocate to different areas of the
room.
As the evening progressed, the meals were
served to the people of the audience in accordance to their income. Those who represented
the elite were served a multiple course meal
which consisted of salads and a chicken alfredo
pasta dish. The middle class received a simpler
meal made up of rice and beans. The remaining
QVLQ^QL]IT[[MI\MLWV\PMÆWWZZMKMQ^MLI[UITT
K]XWN ZQKMIVL_I\MZ_PQKPPILJMMVIZ\QÅKQITTa
colored to represent the unsafe fresh water supplies of countries around the world.
While eating, the audience was encouraged
to express their thoughts regarding the banquet’s

;MMBanquet / Page 4

Food Myths
11:30 a.m. - 12:15 p.m.
This event is free and
open to the public
and will take place at
Atwood in the Alumni
Room. This event on
\PM\WXÅ^MV]\ZQ\QWVIT
myths will show
attendees if they really
need to drink 8 glasses
of water a day and
other common myths.
Heads vs Feds
7 p.m.
This event is free with
I.D. and $5 to the
community. This event
will pit two juggernauts
of marijuana issues
against each other.
Steve Hager, longtime
editor of High Times,
will square off against
DEA Veteren Robert
Stutman in Ritsche
Auditorium. There
will be a podium, a
mediator and about
two hours of debate in
this slug-fest of ideas.

News
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Somali

Banquet

Continued from Page 1

Continued from Page 3

own conversations over him. Other members paying attention seemed even more
frustrated than last time, urging rude
members to stay quiet and be respectful
to the presenter.
The next performance hyped up the
crowd another time as Somali hip-hop
artist Kay, who had traveled from New
York, performed his song “American
Life”.
Afterward, the MCs brought two
QVÆ]MV\QIT;+;=IT]UVQ\W\PM[\IOM\W
show how it is very possible for Somalis to
succeed in whatever they choose to do.
One alum, a ’09 graduate, said, “You
have to do your own thing, and you have
to dream big.”
Another, a former SSA president,
[PIZMLIUMUWZaWN \PMÅZ[\;WUITQI
Night, speaking of how they were told
to host it in the Cascade Room because
not enough people would attend. Now,
Å^MaMIZ[TI\MZPM[XWSMWN PW_XZW]L
he was that the Atwood Ballroom was
ITUW[\ÅTTML\W\PMJZQU_Q\PXMWXTM
waiting to learn more about Somalia’s
culture.
“This is the second Somali Night I’ve
been to. I think it was two years ago [that
I went],” said Teresa Nesteby, an ELL
teacher at North Junior High School. “I
\PQVS\PMa¼^MLMÅVQ\MTaOZW_V]XWV_PI\
they’ve had, adding a lot to it.”
Next the audience formed two long
lines into the Cascade Room, where
a warm meal of rice, chicken, and
salad was waiting for them. By the time
M^MZaWVMPILÅVQ[PML\PMQZNWWLIVL
[P]NÆMLJIKSQV\W\PM)\_WWL*ITTZWWU
two hours had already passed. Without a
program to guide them, some expressed
questions of what would happen next
and how much longer the program would
last.
At 9 p.m. the program started up
again, starting with a young achievers’
business presentation on how to utilize
resources on campus to make sure selfstarted businesses survive and thrive.
After the presentation, two speakers
spoke in two different languages about
Somalia’s struggles. The spoken word led
into a sketch done almost entirely in the
Somali language, with a few scenes in
English. For those who could understand
the language, the skit was a hit, though
there were many complaints once again
about not being able to hear the perform-

activities and the stories of hunger which had been presented to them.
/TWZQI/QLLQVO[INZM[PUIVUIRWZQVOQVZILQWTWOaI\
;+;=I\\MVLML\PMM^MV\IVL[XWSMW]\IJW]\_PI\UIVa
on-campus students take for granted.
¹8MWXTMKWUXTIQVIJW]\/IZ^MaITT\PM\QUM\PMaLWV¼\
even come close to eating what we have,” Giddings said.
“We need to be appreciative of what we have.”
BMYQVO4]I[WKQITR][\QKMIVLLQ^MZ[Q\aIL^WKI\MIVL
senior in the mathematical economics program, helped
coordinate the event.
“Before the event, I didn’t even know what the world’s
distribution was, how unequal it is,” Lu said. “We wanted
to let people know more about the poverty and the hunger
around us because it is something that we might never see
or we might never experience, but that doesn’t mean that it
doesn’t exist.”
The banquet was sponsored by Oxfam International,
the Department of Residential Life, the Department of
Campus Involvement, Multicultural Student Services, and
Sodexo.

,):416/<768)6<76;<)..807<7/:)80-:

Somali students hit the stage with Ahzaab Osman during his performance.

ers over the sound of the audience.
Next was a traditional Somali dance
featuring three female and three male
XMZNWZUMZ[LZM[[MLQVJT]M\WZMÆMK\
;WUITQI¼[ÆIO8MZNWZUMZ[KTIXXML\W\PM
beat of the energetic music, and by the
end, the audience was clapping along too.
The dance seemed to wake up the audience, leaving them excited for the rest of
the night.
Following the dance was another
poet presenting his spoken word pieces.
0MXMZNWZUML¹+Q\aWN ;\Z]OOTM[ºÅZ[\
asking the audience to clap along and
repeat the poem’s lines with him. Next
he presented a piece dedicated to those
without fathers because of war or separation, followed by a piece dedicated to the
appreciation of Somali women. Once
again an MC did an impression of the
performer, giving light to the serious topics discussed in the poems.
Afterward, Mohamed Adani pre[MV\MLI8W_MZ8WQV\WVIVM_XZWRMK\QV
Somalia, asking the audience to get the
word out. In August 2012, Adani and
other activists plan to create Somalia
youth centers, called Nabad (“peace”)
Centers, as a haven for youth in the midst
of the war-torn country. They asked for
volunteers, thinkers and donators to help
them with their cause. Adani said the
group plans to have their Facebook page
up and running this week, and he encouraged everyone to ‘like’ the page to show
their support.
Next a Somali song was sung, and
performers from earlier in the night came
on stage and danced alongside him for
another song. Following the song was a
more sobering presentation on famine
in Somalia and how the audience could
help. The slide show focused on the
Araha refugee camp with the slogan “delivering essentials, developing opportunities.” According to the presentation, more
than 100,000 people die from famine in
Somalia every year, most of whom are
children.
During the presentation, many members of the audience were still energetic
from the traditional song proceeding it,
and had their own conversations without
acknowledging the speaker. This time
W\PMZI]LQMVKMUMUJMZ[ZM\ITQI\MLÅZ[\
by urging them to shush politely while
the sobering presentation was going
on. When that didn’t work, some of
the frustrated members expressed their
concerns loudly, and phrases like “how
disrespectful” and “how disgusting” were
uttered. For those who missed or could
not hear the initial slide show, there will
,):416/<768)6<76 be another presentation on April 13 to
;<)..807<7/:)80-: talk about the issue in more detail.
Still keeping with the theme of more
Alia Abdi and Shuk Ibrahiam
sobering issues in Somalia, another enershow of some Somali fashion.
getic spoken word piece was read by the

ÅZ[\XWM\NZWUMIZTQMZQV\PMVQOP\<PQ[
time, the energy was put toward the idea
of making a difference in Somalia as well
I[\PM=VQ\ML;\I\M[QV\PMXQMKM¹?PI\
Do You Want Me to Say?” The piece also
spoke of how Islam has been negatively
viewed in America ever since the September 11th attacks, asking, “Since when was
‘terrorism’ a religion?”
“I liked the poetry,” Nesteby said.
“It’s nice to hear their thoughts and their
words, and it was put together really well.
8ZM\\aQUXZM[[Q^Mº
After the spoken word, hip-hop artist Kay made another appearance by
performing the song “Drought” to show
he also cared about the issues in Somalia.
He encouraged the audience to wave
their hands to the beat.
Next was a dance routine between
three girls and three boys from earlier in
the program, followed by a commemoration of Somali seniors who will be
graduating this spring. After that was the
Somali fashion show, which had the audience cheering and clapping every step
of the way. As the lights turned off for
the transition into the second part of the
fashion show, the audience mistook the
transition for the end of the show. Almost
every audience member stood up and
[\IZ\ML[P]NÆQVOW]\NWZINM_UQV]\M[
before MCs urged them to sit back in
their seats. Instead of remaining seated,
those who decided to stay actually came
up to the stage and danced along to the
ÅVIT[PW_)V]VKMV[WZML+PZQ[*ZW_V
song was played in the spirit of the Rock
and Roll refugee clothing line, which was
presented as more than a clothing line,
but a lifestyle that refugees have lived. It
wasn’t until then that the MCs thanked
the audience a last time, and at almost 11
XU;WUITQI6QOP\PILÅVQ[PML
¹?MR][\KMTMJZI\MW]ZK]T\]ZMTM\ting people learn more of our culture
through dances, through poems, songs,
IVL[TQLM[PW_[IVL_MR][\[XWSMIJW]\
everything that someone needs to know
about Somalia,” said Hinda Mohamed,
the president of SSA.
She said that despite technical and
W\PMZLQNÅK]T\QM[;WUITQI6QOP\_I[
a success.
“It was great. I love the energy, I love
everything, and I love everyone who [was
a part of] all of this. It turned out [to be]
really more than I thought.”
“We had since the beginning of
spring semester, but we had about a
month and a half to get everything
together, which fell into place in good
\QUMº5WPIUML[IQL¹1_I[R][\IUMUJMZTI[\aMIZ1_I[R][\I[\]LMV\PMZM
TWWSQVOIZW]VL1\¼[UaÅZ[\aMIZLMITQVO
with this. I didn’t know how much stress
here could go on here with all this.”

Occupy St. Cloud gears up
Jun-Kai Teoh
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Occupying the Mississippi
room in the Atwood building
on Thursday was the community group Occupy St. Cloud.
While the meeting on
Thursday was fairly small,
Occupy member, community
IK\Q^Q[\IVL;+;=[\]LMV\
Dexter Stanton said that the
group meetings are usually
larger with 15 core members
or so attending.
Occupy St. Cloud differs slightly from the larger
Occupy movements in the
approach that they focus,
naturally, more on local
concerns. Also, their goal is
to bring awareness and to
provide a voice to the “99%”
of St. Cloud and not necessarily to start an encampment or
entrenchment to protest.
“Everybody has a lot of
issues that they want to see
brought up,” Stanton said,
“but to get it focused we try to
narrow it down and we want
to represent the main topic
of what Occupy Wall Street
is about - the main founding
fathers of the movement,”
Stanton said.
“Each individual area has
their own idiosyncrasies - their
little things - and that’s good,
we need to be involved with
that, but we want to keep the
national agenda because this
is what’s going to affect all
of us,” he said. “In order for
us to succeed we want to be
united with the national front
because it’s about all of us.”
The group has slowed
down considerably since its
initial inception fall last year
but they still remain active as
a group on Facebook. Various members of Occupy St.
Cloud have participated in
different activities organized
by the larger Occupy Minneapolis group.
“We have some really
powerful people who have
been keeping this together.”
Stanton said.

The group tries to remain
involved locally as well as in
relevant events. As part of
that approach one upcoming event which they are
participating in is the “I Am
Trayvon Martin Million
Hoodies March” on Tuesday.
The group members emphasized that it’s a rally to show
support and bring awareness
to the national movement, not
a protest of any sort.
“We’re a global comU]VQ\a_M¼ZMVW\R][\IZ]ZIT
suburb of Minneapolis, with
the three colleges and the
international students and inÆ]`WN QUUQOZIV\[ºPM[IQL
“We’re going through growing
pains as a community and we
need to be aware of that but
we also need to be aware of
all the issues.”
“What happens in the cities happen here.”
Many of the members are
involved in other community
groups as well and it’s not
uncommon for them to be
partnering with other community activities in Minneapolis
or around St. Cloud.
The common theme is
that the members wish to
make a difference and to
empower the “99%”.
“It’s important to sit
around a table and talk about
things that we can make a
difference in,” Stanton said.
“We want our children, our
grandchildren, to have a better place and one of the ways
to do that is to bring voice to
the table.”
He believes, like many of
the other members, that the
only way to bring change is to
bring voice to it.
“If we do not bring voice
\WQ\_M¼ZMR][\TQSM\PMW[\ZQKPes sticking its head in the sand
waiting for somebody to do
something about it,” he said.
“Instead we should be eagles
soaring as high as we can, letting our voices be heard.”
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Business
Tips everyone should know about student loans
Lauren Willms
BUSINESS COLUMN

Student loans are an excellent way to
get you through school without the overwhelming feeling of having to pay in full
each time a payment is due.
However, too many former students
have reported problems when it comes to
paying off said loans.
Every day, debt collectors are calling
former students and asking for monthly
payments, which can be almost impossible
to meet on their current salaries. What

most “borrowers”, those who take out
loans, don’t realize, is that they have the
right to discuss a lower payment option,
according to Deanne Loonin, an attorney
with the Boston-based National Consumer
Law Center, on www.dailyherald.com.
If you are currently using student loans
\WÅVIVKMaW]ZML]KI\QWV\PMZMIZM[WUM
things you should make sure of before you
sign that dotted line.
First, ask your bank or credit union
what the interest rates are on their student
TWIV[IVLQN \PMQZZI\M[IZMÅ`MLWZVW\
This will help you determine whether it is

possible to pay off your loans in the future
with the interest rate determined. Make
sure that you fully understand the interest
processes so you know what you will be
paying in the future. This helps avoid any
[]ZXZQ[M[]XWVÅZ[\XIaUMV\
Another way to ensure safety with stuLMV\TWIV[Q[\W[PWXIZW]VL]V\QTaW]ÅVL
the rate that will accommodate your future
[ITIZa\PMJM[\:MILQVO\PMÅVMXZQV\Q[
very important, as the interest rate and additional fees depend upon the loan.
Knowing that you will be in debt later
in life can be a scary thought, but consider

the fact that the debt is expected and will
be paid off. Those in credit card debt, for
example, aren’t able to see it coming sometimes. If you know exactly what you will be
paying, it will be easier to plan ahead and
sleep at night.
In order to avoid impossible loan payments and surprises in the future, read up
on everything there is to know about your
TWIV)[SY]M[\QWV[IVLZMIL\PMÅVMXZQV\
Once you are 100 percent sure of what you
will be paying and how you will be paying
it and whether you will be contacted by collection agencies, feel free to sign on the line.

Science

Know where memories live
Michael Runyon
SCIENCE COLUMN

We know where the
memories live.
Scientists at MIT have
recently discovered that
memories are stored in individual cells in the brain.
Scientists have been able
to genetically manipulate
brain cells so they are sensitive to light.

After breeding mice
to have the light sensitive
brain cells, scientists then
shocked them to create a
fear memory. When the
scientists shined a light onto
the brain cells affected, the
mice cowered in fear.
This means that the individual neurons were carrying the memory, because
single cells were the ones
stimulated.

The important discovery
is that the memories were
stored in individual cells
and not a network of the
brain.
Now that we know
where the memories are
served, we can begin to
answer questions on how
memories are formed and
stored.

PHOTO COURTESY OF BIOMED.BROWN.EDU

Memories are stored in individual neurons.

Technology
Õ*LUOV$URXQG0HÖXVHV)RXUVTXDUHWRßQGXVHUVEDVHGRQJHQGHU
Molly Willms
TECHNOLOGY COLUMN

Until last week, checking in may have
given you more than you bargained for.
Thanks to the iPhone app Girls Around
Me, Foursquare users could scan their surroundings for male or female check-ins. They
could then view pictures and information of
the checkers-in and decide where to go based

on what they saw.
Foursquare recently revoked the app’s
API access for violating its data aggregation
policy.
Going a step further, the app is no longer
available from the iTunes App Store.
The developer defended his app, but said
that he takes the privacy of users seriously
and will develop an app that better suits users’ need without violating privacy.

It’s noteworthy that the app didn’t make
anything public that wasn’t already available.
If a person checks in via Foursquare on Facebook and they don’t have the proper privacy
settings, all the data presented in the app is
publicly available anyway.
The app’s website advertises its ability to
hook up users who are “in the mood for love,
or just after a one-night stand.” It also shows
“girl-to-guy” ratios at local bars.

The app doesn’t allow users to search by
name, but uses the same geo-social technology that is gaining popularity through Foursquare and Facebook. By linking Facebook
to Foursquare, users make their data more
readily available to users of both services.
Some people called the app “creepy.”
i-Free innovations, the app’s developer, said
they’re just following the geo-social trend.
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Incident reports: March 25 - March 31
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1. Intoxicated male
2. Drug possession
3. Motor vehicle crash
4. Intoxicated male
5. Medical
6. Assault
;INM\aKWVKMZV
8. Damage to property
!)[[I]T\ÅN\PLMOZMM
10. Safety concern
11. Found property
12. Intoxicated male
13. Hit and run
14. Intoxicated male
15. Intoxicated females
16. Medical
,Z]OZMTI\ML
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13

6
10
8
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ACROSS
1. Young girl
5. In progress
10. Outlay
14. 12 in a foot
15. Shelf
16. Shoestring
17. Fly high
18. Leather shorts
20. Protective wall
22. Distinguished
23. Hog
24. Relaxes
25. Upkeep
32. Monastery
33. Not silently
34. Rechewed food
37. Train track
38. Love intensely
39. An amount of medicine
40. S
41. Float
42. Automaton
43. Ceramic ware
45. Thorax
49. Dashed
50. Stewardess
53. Sweepstake
57. Entwined
59. Bright thought
60. Lascivious look
61. Redress
62. Docile
63. Stringed instrument
64. Animal hides
65. Terminates

Crossword courtesy of
mirroreyes.com
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1. Speech disorder
2. Dwarf buffalo
3. Stigma
4. Exploded fragments
5. Assert without proof
6. 3 in a yard
7. Eccentric
8. Curved molding
9. School session
10. Duplicate
11. Fertile areas
12. Smell
13. Canvas shelters
19. Employed
21. Compassion
25. Filly’s mother
26. Garments of goat hair
27. Nile bird
28. Point of greatest despair
29. In the sky

30. Not south
31. Prompt
34. Soft drink
35. End ___
36. A territorial unit of
Greece
38. Genus of macaws
39. A period of inactivity
41. Discourage
42. Annoying insect
44. Wears away
45. Make cool
46. Product of bees
47. Banana oil, e.g.
48. Cubic meter
51. Smack
52. Satisfy
53. Gave temporarily
54. Biblical garden
55. Marsh plant
56. Wild Tibetan oxen
58. Mountain pass

Answers for March 26

The Chronnies hold meetings every
Monday and Wednesday in the
basement of Stewart Hall. We meet
at noon in room 13. Sometimes we
have coffee and donuts.
We want to hear from you
Do you have any thoughts or opinions on any
of the articles you have read in the University
Chronicle? Well, we want to hear what you have
to say. Go to our website and go to the submit a
pitch link. Your opinions will be hosted on this
page or our opinion section.
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To accept sexism
is to promote it
Molly Willms
MANAGING EDITOR

Women’s rights are being
threatened in Washington to a
greater degree than has been
seen in my lifetime. Women’s
and reproductive health
advocate Planned Parenthood
is being painted incorrectly as
a baby-killing center, and the
male moral majority is being
trusted with issues about which
they have absolutely no frame
of reference.
I think a lot has been said
about the situation in the capi\IT1\PQVS1¼UUWZMY]ITQÅML
to comment on what’s happening around me, at a small state
university in the Midwest.
I’m in a class right now
that is full of people with
whom I disagree. I’ve learned
not to engage anyone, as arguing with ignorance is an exercise in futility and frustration.
Some weeks ago, an
outspoken classmate made a
comment before the professor
arrived about women being
bad drivers.
Not having enough time
to explain all that was wrong
with his statement, I kept my
mouth shut.
It turned out to be a worse
idea than I thought.
A few men agreed with
him. A few women not only
agreed, but started to give
examples of their own bad
driving, scrambling to provide
evidence for his ignorant statement.
Which gender actually represents the worse driver is such
a stupid query that I won’t give
it more space than this.
The disturbing point was
that women were so eager to
agree with a sexist statement.
I know from experience
why they do this. When I speak
up against racism, sexism,
homophobia or religious intolerance, I am forever treated
as a livewire, a psycho liberal
around whom you can’t say
“boo.”
I’m not a radical feminist.
I’m not a radical anything.
When you restrict me
as a person because of an
unchangeable trait or belief, I
dismiss you as an ignoramus

and try to make up for the
damage you may have caused
those who don’t realize what
you are.
I speak up, because otherwise such statements are seen
as acceptable.
Is it a generational thing?
Were most modern college
students taught that it’s more
important to be popular than
to do the right thing?
Are there students who
would rather be seen as desirable than be respected?
Evidently, the answer here
is yes.
Heaven forbid a man
should speak up against sexism. I realize that perhaps
today’s college men weren’t
raised to address sexism. Having been raised by a feminist
mother and a staunchly color/
creed/gender-blind father,
it’s hard for me to imagine
sending children into the world
without the tools to defend
themselves and their fellow
humans against ignorance and
limiting.
The underlying missed
opportunity here is on a less
righteous level.
Women: do you want to
be with a sexist? I didn’t think
so. Then why are you worried
about how they perceive you?
Men: do you want to be
with a woman who adheres
to the limits set by ignorant
peers?
Both: SPEAK UP.
You’ll have more respect
for yourself, and you’ll let the
people around you know that
you won’t stand for hatred.
You send the message that you
won’t be limited and that you
won’t allow ignorant bullying
in your presence.
That’s the kind of person I
want to be friends with. That’s
the kind of person I trust and
respect.
Quashing unacceptable
statements teaches your peers
that such things aren’t to be
tolerated.
Stand up, for yourself and
for those around you. When
you do, you’re standing up for
the way a new generation will
be raised.
Yes, it’s that important.

Worth 100 Words
I’m tired of James Cameron. He tried to do “Aliens”. Nice try Cameron, let
:QLTMa;KW\\LW\PMJQOJWaÅTU[<PMVPMLQL\ZQML\WUISMIN]VTQ\\TMÅTU
called “The Abyss”. That was a gem. “The Terminator” series got stale once
you realized John Connor was going to survive. Then came “Titanic”. One of
the worst shipwrecks in history would go on to make a billion dollars in Hollywood money. Skip everything after that, then “Avatar”. Clearly he was a fan
of “Pocahontas”. Now he’s at the bottom of the ocean doing research. James
Cameron, stay there.
Joe Edmonds
Copy Editor

7KHKRUURUVRIKRUULEOHKRUURUßOPV

Lauren Willms
OPINIONS EDITOR

You know the feeling. It is the feeling you get when you are really, really
scared. Your heart pounds, your palms
sweat, your breathing comes in shallow gasps, and you want nothing more
than to escape that feeling of dread.
Now, think about the last time a
movie made you feel that way.
When was the last time a horror
movie actually made you feel scared,
rather than grossed out or uncomfortable?
Horror movies these days seem
to have no imagination behind them.
The problem is, directors don’t focus
on “good” scary, they focus on “scary”
scary, which isn’t even that scary.
Watching people get killed is not
scary so much as it is horrible. If you
actually consider it, what about the
families and friends of that drunken
blonde who was killed running up the
stairs rather than out the front door?
It is not entertaining, just disturbing.
Let’s consider the “Saw” movie
series. Are those scary? They are in
the horror section, aren’t they? Do
they really, actually scare you? I seem
to remember someone having to rip
their own jaw off in order to avoid an
explosion that would kill them (You
know, kill them faster than ripping

their own jaw off would). How is that
scary? I suppose the idea of being
stuck in that situation would be pretty
scary. But is it scary to watch? No, it
is terrible and gross. Thinking of creative ways for people to kill themselves
using as much gore as possible does
not strike me as scary, it strikes me as
screwed up.
The predictability of horror movies these days is what gets me. Once
someone is left alone to look for something to bring back to the party, that’s
it. They’re dead. You may as well fast
forward, because that is probably what
will happen. Oh, and don’t forget
about the part in the beginning, where
someone is either killed at home
alone, or shortly after a provocative
intimate moment.
A good horror movie is one that
would be good without the “scary”
scary stuff. One with a good enough
plot that potential gore and killing
only adds to the suspense and horror of it. Take for example, both the
original and remake of “Cape Fear”,
directed by J. Lee Thompson and
Martin Scorsese, respectively. Those
movies not only tell a story about a
family trying to stay together, but provide a suspenseful plot as it involves
a previous murder case between a
crazed killer and the main character.
“The Exorcist”, the 1970s horZWZÅTUIJW]\ILMUWVXW[[M[[QVO
a young girl, was one of the scariest
ÅTU[WN ITT\QUM)OIQVQ\QV^WT^M[I
compelling plot about an actress and
her daughter, and that combined with
the special effects of the demon possession made the movie good as well
as scary.
Finally, one of my favorite scary
movies is Steven Spielberg’s “Jaws”.
This movie was horrifying, espe-

cially during the time it was released,
because no one had seen anything
like it. Who would have thought to
make a movie about sharks? And how
well could it really do? Better than
the cast and crew thought, to say the
least. Spielberg sets the scene on the
quiet Amity Island, where summer is
the heart of tourism. When frequent
shark attacks begin, it is up to the
chief of police, a shark expert, and an
MKKMV\ZQK^M\MZIVÅ[PMZUIV\WÅVL
the shark and kill it. The movie is well
written, and the shark attack scenes
are done so well it sends chills up the
spine. The best part about it is the fact
that you see very little of the shark,
building the suspense all the more. It
is scary because it makes you realize
that even something you can’t see can
be deadly.
Think about the most recent scary
movie you saw. Was it good? Was it
actually good? Or was it bloody and
predictable? I can’t wait until I see
something using today’s technology
that is actually good, possessing a
well written plot along with terrifying scenes and unique horrors that is
sure to keep me up at night. If horror
movies made in the ‘60s and ‘70s can
still be scary today, I am anxious to see
what kinds of things could be done in
these times.
So come on, directors, show me
something that will really knock the
wind out of my chest and the socks
off my feet.

The opinions expressed on
the Opinions page are not
necessarily those of the college, university system or
student body.

Learning to leave what you think you know at the door

Hannah Swift
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

For those of us who are coming to
the end of our time at SCSU there is
one date ingrained in our minds: May 5,
2012.
At the time of writing this, there are
35 days left until May 5. A handful of
LIa[TMN\]V\QT\PMMVLWN W]ZNW]ZWZÅ^M
or six) years spent at SCSU.
Did it go by as fast as everyone said it
would?
Yes.
Did the things we learned usher us
into a life of adulthood?
Yes.
Are we going to miss college?

It’s hard to say.
I’ve had the conversation over the
past few weeks with a few friends who are
also graduating. We talk about how the
time has gone by quickly: weren’t we just
graduating from high school? We discuss
our favorite memories as we pass certain
places on campus. Remember the time
we got documented by Public Safety for
climbing that tree? We compare plans for
the black hole known as “after graduation” that we all supposedly are supposed
to have plans for. Everyone, from family
to professors, asks the ominous question:
What are your plans for after graduation?
Some of us will have our plans. Some
of us won’t.
Last summer, my dad gave me some
good advice about my future. We were
driving somewhere and I was saying how
1_I[M`KQ\MLNWZUaÅVITaMIZWN [KPWWT
I said, “I wonder what I’ll do after graduation.”
To my dad’s everlasting credit, he
said, “Well, most people try to get jobs.”
It was an “ah-ha” moment for me.
Obviously I knew people generally try to

get jobs after college, but at that moment
it sunk in: I would be a grown-up, getting
one of those real-life jobs.
Ending the era of life where you are
a student is a major personal paradigm
shift. There is no longer a general life
outline for you to follow. You can move
anywhere, do anything, be anything.
While most of us are ready to move
on, there is the bittersweet feeling of
leaving the place that taught you some of
life’s hard knocks.
From getting locked out of your room
\PMÅZ[\VQOP\QV\PMLWZU[\WNIQTQVOI
test because you skipped class one too
many times, the massive amount of experiences college leaves you with is perhaps
the best education of all.
After spending some time thinking
about my four years at SCSU, there is
one lesson I will take with me where ever
I end up.
5aÅZ[\[MUM[\MZPMZM1PIL\PMXTMIsure of having Bruce Hyde as my professor for Intro to Communication Studies.
Apart from being a cool professor, he
gave a lecture that I will never forget

(among many great lectures). Summing it
up, he told us the best way to learn was to
try to leave what we think we know at the
door. He challenged us to let go of our
personal biases and to try on the clothes
of other people’s thoughts, ideas, beliefs,
mantras, what have you.
When you truly attempt to understand ideas that are different than your
own, only then are you able to go back
and form your own full-bodied opinions.
That lecture has stuck with me over
these last four years. At the time, I wasn’t
a journalism major, but now I always
think of Bruce’s lecture particularly in
how it relates to my chosen career.
I’ve learned a lot about others and
myself through “trying on” the beliefs
and thoughts that differ from my own.
Four years and $35,000 later, I would
say all the time, tears and money were
worth the lessons I’ve gleaned from that
lecture. They will continue to shape me
for the rest of my life.
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UPCOMING
EVENTS
Monday Night Jazz at The
Pioneer Place, Monday,
April 2 at 8 p.m.
Quarry Bridge:
Plantenberg/Ellingson
Two-Man Show Art
Exhibit at Atwood
Memorial Center Gallery
March 31 - April 26

SHUN JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR

Attendees admire the artistic works of Ellingson and Plantenberg in the Atwood Memorial Center Gallery.

Quarry Bridge art exhibit unveiled
Jun-Kai Teoh
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Exhibit - Debra Durkopp
in Atwood Ballroom
Display Cases,
March 16 - April 12
Open Mic Night at The
Local Blend, Tuesday, April
3 at 7 p.m.
The Fabulous Armadillos
- Go To Hollywood at the
Pioneer Place,
April 2 - 12 at
7:30 p.m.
First Words: An Evening
of Poetry in the Miller
Center,
Wednesday, April 4 at 7
p.m.
S.C.R.A.P.S.
at the Seberger Park
Shelter, Thursday, April 5
at 3 p.m.
Trent Romens
at The Veranda Lounge,
Friday, April 6 at 9 p.m.
Maple Syrup Festival
at Saint John’s Arboretum
March 24-March 31, from
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
36th Annual KCLD
Easter Egg Hunt
at Riverside Park,
Saturday, April 7 at 10 a.m.

In the works since March last year,
Atwood’s latest gallery saw the return of
master ceramicist Stephen Plantenberg
alongside famed art designer TyRuben
Ellingson.
A unique combination of ceramic
work and 3D designs, the Quarry Bridge
gallery show currently showcased in the
Atwood gallery is a showcase of both artists and their unique growth and involvement throughout the years.
Friends since their days in SCSU as
students, TyRuben and Stephen had a
similar show in Kiehle hall when they were
younger. After TyRuben’s visit to SCSU
last March and his well-attended talk,
ideas began to be thrown around between
UPB, TyRuben and Stephen about another exhibit showcasing their work.
Catelyn Holm, the Visual Arts Coordinator for UPB (University Program Board),
has been working on it since January but
the visual arts committee of UPB has been
toiling away at it since last Fall.
“We really like to get a lot of students
involved to vote on the process (of selecting
artists for the gallery),” she said, “they’re
both graduates from SCSU, they got their
masters here and we thought it would be
an awesome exhibit to have.”
Accompanying both artists throughout
the reception at the gallery opening was
their family. TyRuben traveled to St. Cloud
with his wife Karen Ellingson from their
current home in Arizona, whereas Stephen and his wife Laura Plantenberg were
joined with their children as well.
“It has been interesting watching the
whole process,” said Karen.
“Ty actually took on his personal work
after 30 years of not having done it,”
she said, “so it was fun to watch him get
excited about it and feel creative in his
own right because he’s always doing what
someone asks for in the movies.”
“This is the kind of work that his father
(TyRuben’s father, who was also an art
professor in SCSU) would be proud of,”
Laura said.

JUN-KAI TEOH / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

TyRuben Ellingson unpacks his artwork for the Quarry Bridge gallery on Friday.

“He would’ve been very happy that
he’s back in the art world rather than when
he left it. It’s kind of a full circle for him,”
Karen said.
For Stephen, it was a return to the art
world as well.
“He (Stephen) knew it would entail
a lot of work but he was willing to take
it on and I said ‘good!’” Laura said. “A
lot of time Steve puts his pottery on the
backburner and takes care of everything at
PWUM_Q\PW]ZKPQTLZMVIVLPQ[_WZSÅZ[\º
“And I think that over the years it’s
been pushed back further and further,” she
said, “our children are grown now, they’re
18 and 21, and this is a good time for him
to really re-immerse himself.”
Both TyRuben and Stephen talked
about this after being approached by a
photographer that took the photos for their
previous collaboration.
“And Ty is a really good instigator and
motivator and be ‘Hey, do what you really
like to do, I’m doing it so let’s do it together’,” Laura said, “and they were like that
when they were young too, 30 years ago.”

“I think that this is great that they’ve
come back to do this,” she said. “It’s almost a catharsis for both of them.”
The gallery opening was arguably the
most well-attended gallery opening in
Atwood for the past few years, with a con[\IV\ÆW_WN TWKITIZ\Q[\[K]ZQW][[\]LMV\[
friends and families of both TyRuben and
Stephen arriving. Going well beyond it’s 6:
- 7:30 p.m. allocated time, it was a buzzing
event that even the ongoing Somali Night
and basketball game couldn’t put a dent to.
“They were unsure, they didn’t know,
what kind of a reaction or reception they
were going to have,” Laura said. “They
were hoping for the best and trying to
think positively but you never know.”
“I think having them see their friends
and family put this as a priority and be
important to them just validated all of the
enthusiasm and focus that they’ve put into
this effort,” Karen said.

3DSHUDLUSODQHVWDNHàLJKWDWFRQWHVW
Jun-Kai Teoh
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

“We just kind of winged
it, no pun intended,” graphic
design major Scott Guite said.
Sponsored by Red Bull,
the Husky Stadium Dome was
ÅTTML_Q\PXIXMZIQZXTIVM[WV
Wednesday as students competed to win cases of Red Bull.
Planning for the event
began in January and it was a
relative success with a many
students attending the event.
The dome was temporarily laid
out with a small runway and
various booths for competitors
to design and prepare their
winged crafts.
Longtime disc jockey for
Mod Con, Mike Nelson, provided the event with music as
students let loose their various
creations.
From small, versatile, even
graceful, planes to long dartlike jets, the Red Bull event
gave students an excuse to
revisit a hobby and game from

a far more innocent period of
their life.
“When I was a kid in high
school or middle school we
would play around with paper
airplanes, I never thought
it would be a contest,” said
Shajive Jeganathan, one of the
judges for the event.
“I’ve heard about it online
that they were doing this but
I didn’t know they were doing
this in St. Cloud,” he said.
Jeganathan, who is also the
vice president of the American
Association of Airport Executives, was invited to judge and
represent the aviation department in the event.
The competition was split
into three separate categories:
distance, airtime and aerobatics.
Guite was the winner for
one of the categories and a frequent participant in Red Bull
events. In the past, Guite was
often seen dressed up as Tigger
the Tiger from the children’s
cartoon “Winnie the Pooh”

SHUN JIE YONG/ VISUALS EDITOR

A contestant throws his paper airplane. The Husky Stadium had a runway laid out to judge the distance and
winner.
along with his friends dressed
up as other characters.
“We researched some stuff
beforehand but that didn’t really work,” he said.
Some participants were

seen trying to launch their
paper airplanes into the air
with their feet by doing a front
limber (a handstand-related
gymnastic skill).
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UW^QMOIUMITJ]UJWWS\PMI\MZNWWL

A TASTE OF ST. CLOUD: BoDiddley’s Pub & Deli
Mark Schrom
RESTAURANT REVIEW

*W,QLLTMa¼[Q[TWKI\MLI\
\P)^M;QV;\+TW]L
+WV^MVQMV\Ta\]KSMLI_IaQV
\PM[\ZQXUITTIJTWKSNZWU\PM
;+;=_MTKWUMKMV\MZ\PQ[
classy pub and deli is a great
way to escape your everyday
SCSU dining.
*W,QLLTMa¼[PI[W\PMZ
TWKI\QWV[I\!\P)^M;
;\+TW]LIVL5QVVM[W\I
;\ZMM\?M[\;\2W[MXP<PM[M
three locations are exclusive
\W\PMZMOQWVAW]_WV¼\JM
ÅVLQVO\PQ[OZMI\ZM[\I]ZIV\
anywhere else.
Specializing in delicious
[IVL_QKPM[*W,QLLTMa¼[
IT[W[MZ^M[OaZW[XQ\I[[W]X[
[ITIL[\PZMMUQV]\MIXXM\QbMZ[TQSMÆI\JZMILXQbbI[
_QVO[NZMVKPNZQM[UWbbIZMTTI
[\QKS[IVLITIZOM[MTMK\QWVWN 
beer and coffee. This family
orientated pub offers St. Cloud
[WUMWN \PMJM[\Y]QKSWX\QWV[
in town.
*W,QLLTMa¼[IT[WPI[TQ^M
music and events periodically.
“We have guys who are
called the Acoustic Project
WV;]VLIaVQOP\[IVL_M
have live concerts organized
\PZW]OP<PM/ZIVQ\M.WTS
;WKQM\aº[IQL2MNN 8IZMV\IV
MUXTWaMM*W,QLLTMa¼[
?PMV1WZLMZ1KPWW[MPITN 
I\]ZSMaIVLPIU[IVL_QKP

;0=621-A76/>1;=)4;-,1<7:

BoDiddley’s Pub & Deli is a local favorite.
a bowl of their homemade
KZMIUaKPQKSMV_Q\P_QTLZQKM
[W]XIVLIOTI[[WN [WLI
Sandwich toppings come
_Q\P_PMI\JZMILaW]ZKPWQKM
of their expansive meat selec\QWVKPMM[MTM\\]KMWVQWV
\WUI\WJIVIVIXMXXMZ[XQKSTM[[XQKMLWQTIVLUIaWVVIQ[M
You can customize your sand_QKPPW_M^MZaW]_W]TLTQSM
The sandwich can be bought
QV\PQZL[PITN[WZ_PWTM
“Our sandwiches are by
NIZW]ZUW[\XWX]TIZQ\MU[º
Parent said.
5a\W\ITKWUM[W]\\W

! 6W\JILNWZPW_
JQO\PM[MXWZ\QWV[IZM1N 1
_W]TL¼^M[SQXXML\PM[W]XUa
\W\IT_W]TL¼^MKWUMW]\]VLMZ

0W_M^MZ1¼UOTIL1LQL
VW\[SQXW]\WV\PMKZMIUa
KPQKSMV_Q\P_QTLZQKM[W]X1\
is immensely better than your
I^MZIOMKPIQVZM[\I]ZIV\¼[
[W]X[>MZaZQKPPMIZ\aIVL
J]Z[\QVO_Q\PÆI^WZ\PQ[[W]X
UISM[UM_IV\\W\ZaITTWN 
their homemade soups.
“We buy our soup from
[WUMWVMQV\W_V\PI\UISM[
M^MZa\PQVONZWU[KZI\KPIVL

Joe Edmonds

order. They are very prompt
IVLOM\NWWLW]\Y]QKSIVLMNNWZ\TM[[Ta1KW]TLIT[W\MTT\PMa
\WWS\PM\QUM\WJMKTMIV_PMV
they visibly washed their hands
\WUISMUa[IVL_QKP

Rating System: 1-5.
JMQVOTW_M[\JMQVO\PMPQOPM[\1¼TTM`XTIQV_Pa1OI^M\PI\
V]UJMZIVL\PMV1¼TTI^MZIOM
all numbers at the end to give
the overall rating.

Food: 4.5·,MTQKQW][
WZQOQVITIVLTW\[WN ^IZQM\a
-^MZa\PQVO\PMa[MZ^MQ[NZM[P
and the majority of the menu
is homemade original recipes.
AW]KIVVW\JMI\\PMY]ITQ\aWN 
the food you get for the price
you pay. Simply one of St.
+TW]L¼[JM[\

Price: 4.5 – The price
here is great for a college
J]LOM\UI[[Q^MLMTQKQW][[IVL_QKPM[NWZWVTa !\WV[
WN IXXM\QbMZ[NWZ]VLMZ 
LWTTIZ[*W,QLLTMa¼[Q[PQOP
Y]ITQ\aNWWLI\IVINNWZLIJTM
price.
Atmosphere: 4.5 –
/ZMI\I\UW[XPMZMNWZIVaWVM
VQKMY]QM\T]VKPM[NWZINIUQTa
or business setting and can
be easily transformed into a
pub with live music for the
KWTTMOMKZW_L*W,QLLTMa¼[
has dim lighting in a very cozy
[]ZZW]VLQVOIVLQ[IT[W^MZa
Y]QKSIVLQVNWZUIT
Service: 4– The staff is
friendly and helpful when you

Overall Rating: 4.5

:M[\I]ZIV\1VNW
Phone:! 
Credit Cards: Yes
Delivery:6W
Take-Out:6WJ]\NI[\
serve
Alcohol:AM[N]TTJIZ
Reservations:6W
Hours:"·!"XU
5WVLIa.ZQLIa" "
p.m. Saturday-Sunday
Specials:
4Q^M-V\MZ\IQVUMV\

RATING:

Ashmika Patke

ALBUM REVIEW

RATING:

*W,QLLTMa¼[WNNMZ[;\
Cloud some of the best pub
food and sandwiches around.
Do not miss this St. Cloud
original establishment. You
_WV¼\ZMOZM\aW]ZKPWQKM

Princess saves the day
in ‘Mirror Mirror’

A fresh take
on hip-hop
Odd Future Wolf Gang Kill Them All is
probably the best example of modern hip-hop
IVaWVMKIVÅVL\PW]OPQ\¼[PIZL\WLMÅVM
them.
7.?/3<)Q[IKWTTMK\Q^M\PW]OP\PMa
are bigger than a group as they have multiple
groups within their own group. They are not
IZMKWZLTIJMT\PW]OP1N aW]PIL\WKWUXIZM
\PMU\WIVaJWLa\PMa_W]TL[W]VLTQSM?]
Tang Clan if Pennywise the Dancing Clown
wrote the lyrics.
;QUXTaIJJZM^QI\MLI[7.\PMOZW]XQ[TMIL
Ja<aTMZ<PM+ZMI\WZ_PWZW[M\W]VLMZOZW]VL
I\\MV\QWV_Q\PPQ[[WVO¹AWVSMZ[º<PMOZW]X
IT[WNMI\]ZM[0WLOa*MI\[IVL4MN\*ZIQV_PW
UISM5MTTW_0aXM#5I\\5IZ\QIV[IVL0IT
?QTTQIU[_PWUISM<PM2M\)OMWN <WUWZZW_#-IZT;_MI\[PQZ\IVL<aTMZ<PM+ZMI\WZ
_PWUISM-IZT?WTN IVL;aL\PM3aLIVL5I\\
5IZ\QIV[_PWUISM<PM1V\MZVM\
<PMQZÅZ[\[\]LQWITJ]UQ[KITTML¹<PM7.
<IXM>WTºIVLQ[I[MY]MT\W\PMLMJ]\UQ`\IXM¹<PM7LL.]\]ZM<IXMº
5IVa[WVO[NZWU\PMITJ]ULQ[XTIaI_QLM
IZZIaWN [\aTM[LMXMVLQVOWV\PM[]JOZW]X\PI\
produced each song. Though the songs have a
LQNNMZMV\NMMTIVL]VQY]MVM[[\PMaMIKP[MMU\W
come together in one common way.
<PMÅZ[\[QVOTMWNN \PMITJ]UQ[¹6Aº
Ja<aTMZIVL0WLOa5IVaWN \PM[WVO[\PI\
<aTMZLWM[IZM^MZaLIZSIVL\PM[IUMKIVJM
said about Hodgy. When these two artists get
together they manage to create a song made of
LIZSUIOQK
Coupled with a very minimalistic drum beat
IVLMMZQTa[TW_XQIVWIZZIVOMUMV\\PMTaZQK[
steer toward deranged. They do mention going
\W\PMKT]J_Q\P\PM8WXM\PW]OP
¹:MTTIºQ[\PM[MKWVL[QVOTMNZWU\PMITJ]U
IVLLMUWV[\ZI\M[\PM¹IT\MZVI\Q^MºXWZ\QWVWN 
\PMQZOMVZM?ZQ\\MVJa0WLOa,WUW/MVM[Q[
IVL<aTMZ\PQ[[WVO\ISM[\PMLMÅVQ\QWVWN VWV-

Q\Q[NZM[PM^MZaLIaº[IQL
Parent.
5a[IVL_QKPLWM[V¼\TM\
UMLW_VMQ\PMZ\PMQZNZM[P
QVOZMLQMV\[J]Z[\_Q\PÆI^WZ
and their meat portions are
VW\TIKSQVO
5aXMZ[WVITNI^WZQ\MQ[
\PMQZ[XMKQIT[XQKMLWQT1\OQ^M[
\PM[IVL_QKPI]VQY]MLMTQKQW][ÆI^WZ\PI\aW]_QTTVW\
ÅVLIVa_PMZMMT[MQV\PQ[IZMI
?PMV1¼U[Q\\QVOLW_V\W
MI\\PQ[LMTQKQW][UMIT1JMOQV
\W\ISMVW\QKMWN \PM^MZa\ZIVY]QTMV^QZWVUMV\1\_WZS[NWZ
ITTIOMOZW]X[#ILQUTaTQ\IZMI
_Q\PTQOP\U][QKUISM[\PQ[
place perfect for a business
meeting or a family meal.
The bar and live music
scene can also be a perfect
escape for SCSU students.
1N aW]¼ZMVW\QV\W\PM
restaurant scene and just want
\WOZIJaW]ZNWWLIVLZ]V*W
,QLLTMa¼[WNNMZ[NI[\IVLMI[a
carry out. You can also order
through Food Dudes Delivery.
¹1[\WXNWZIY]QKS[IVL_QKPITT\PM\QUMQ\¼[R][\I[NI[\
as any other fast food joint and
Q\¼[_IaJM\\MZº[IQL8I]T2WPV[WVI*W,QLLTMa¼[K][\WUMZ
“Their gyros are super good
\WWaW]VMML\W\Za\PMUº

MOVIE REVIEW

¹5QZZWZ5QZZWZºQ[IV
IL^MV\]ZMNIV\I[aUW^QM
based on the Disney classic
[\WZa¹;VW_?PQ\Mº
807<7+7=:<-;A7.<0-5);3-,/7:144)+75
The animated fantasy
KTI[[QK\ITMWN
¹;VW_?PQ\Mº
The newest ablum by Odd Future
OM\[IVM__ZQVSTMQV\PQ[
Wolf Gang Kill Them All is titled ‘OF
TQ^MIK\QWV]XLI\ML^MZ[QWV
Tape Vol. 2.’
KITTML¹5QZZWZ5QZZWZº
?PQTM\PMÅTUQ[JI[ML
sense and sprints with it.
WV\PM,Q[VMaKPIZIK\MZ[
¹1¼U?M[;VQXM[_Q\PTMILXQXM[LWV¼\
the story reveals the hidden
LIJJTM_Q\P\PMIXXTM»KI][M[_IOOITQSMUQVM
adventures of the of the
\]ZV\PMUIXXTM[QV\W;VIXXTMº
NIQZa\ITMSQVOLWU?Q\P[SQV
The appropriate reaction is to accept this
as white as snow and hair
and move on.
)VW\PMZ[WVOWN QV\MZM[\Q[¹;IU1[,MILº I[JTIKSI[\PMVQOP\\PM
NIQZUIQLMV;VW_?PQ\M
written by Tyler and Domo Genesis. This song
is the rightful heir to the
may seem docile compared to some of their
royal throne. Snow White
W\PMZ[WVO[J]\Q\¼[IVa\PQVOJ]\KITU<PM
Q[[\QTTISQVLIVLJMI]\QN]T
[WVO[\IZ\[WNN _Q\PIKWWTUMTTW_JMI\J]\
princess yet she is nowhere
Y]QKSTa\]ZV[IZW]VL7VKM\PMJZI[[PWZV[
near innocent or naïve. This
KWUMQVLWV¼\_WZZa\PMaTM\aW]SVW_\PM
XZQVKM[[Q[I[\ZWVOLM\MZ[WVO\ISM[UWZMWN ILZIUI\QK\WVM<PQ[\WVM
SMMX[_Q\P\PMZM[\WN \PM[WVOIVL[\QTTLWM[VW\ UQVMLUW\Q^I\MLaW]VO
woman who can put up
\ISMI_IaNZWU\PMUMTTW_I\\Q\]LMNZWU\PM
Y]Q\MIÅOP\[I^QVOPMZ[MTN 
beginning.
and others as well.
<PQ[Q[I[\IVLW]\ITJ]UQVUIVa_Ia[1\
1V\PQ[ZMVM_MLKW]V\MZfeatures fresh artists who are new to the hip-hop
XIZ\WN
\PMNIV\I[aNIQZa\ITM
[KMVMITWVO_Q\PVM_QLMI[\PMaJZQVO\W\PM
the
evil
Queen has sent the
table. Anyone who is a fan of progressive music
PMQZM[[;VW_?PQ\MQV\W
[PW]TLOQ^M\PQ[ITJ]UIKPIVKMI[_MTTI[\PM
permanent exile and cruelly
ZM[\WN 7.¼[[WVO[
Z]TM[PMZKIX\]ZMLSQVOLWU
?Q\P\PI\JMQVO[IQL\PQ[Q[[\QTTIXZWOZM[[Q^MITJ]UIVLLQ[XTIa[\PI\QVUIVa_Ia[6W\ The seven courageous but
M^MZa[WVOQ[UMIV\\WJMTQSMLJaM^MZaWVMIVL rebellious dwarves unite
and help the capable but
VW\M^MZaWVM\PI\TQ[\MV[\W\PQ[ITJ]U_QTTTQSM
fearful heir. Snow White
Q\<PMUMUJMZ[VMML\WUI\]ZMI[IOZW]X
Q[LM\MZUQVML\WUISMPMZ
\WOM\PMZUWZM\PIVQVLQ^QL]ITTa
<PMaIZMLMÅVQ\MTa\PMVM_OZW]X\W_I\KP fairytale happy ending comQVO\Z]MI[[PMÅOP\[NWZPMZ
LM[XQ\M\PMQZVMOI\Q^MY]ITQ\QM[
SQVOLWUZM[K]M[8ZQVKM
1OQ^M¹<PM7.<IXM[>WTº W]\WN 
+PIZUQVOIVLW^MZ\PZW_[
the throne to reclaim her
birthright. Will Snow White
[I^MPMZSQVOLWUUIZZa

her Prince Charming and
live happily after?
This action comedy
ZMUISMQ[XZWL]KMLJa?IT\
Disney Pictures and RelativQ\a5MLQI
¹5QZZWZ5QZZWZºQ[
minutes long and is rated
PG for some fantasy action
and mild rude humor.
<PQ[ÅTUILIX\I\QWV
directed by Tarsem Singh
_Q\P[KZMMVXTIaJa5MTQ[I
?ITTIKS2I[WV3MTTMZIVL
5IZK3TMQV
The romantic comedy
movie stars the talented
IK\WZ[2]TQI:WJMZ\[)ZUQM
0IUUMZIVL4QTa+WTTQV[
The British former child
IK\ZM[[4QTa+WTTQV[XTIa[
Snow White.
The esteemed actress
SVW_VI[)UMZQKI¼[[_MM\PMIZ\2]TQI:WJMZ\[XTIa[
the Queen and brings her
harsh humor and mean
edge to the classic character
giving evilness a new meaning.
Both Snow White and
the evil Queen prove that
everyone has magic within
them but how these magical
powers are used are what
matters the most.
*ZQ\Q[PVM_KWUMZ
Armie Hammer plays the
handsome and charming
8ZQVKM)TKW\\6WUI\\MZPQ[
[\ZMVO\PWZXW_MZPMNITT[
prey to the evil Queen and
it is his princess that must
rescue the so-called majestic
SVQOP\
The British actors play-

ing the seven humorous
dwarves prove size does not
UI\\MZ\WLMÅVM[\ZMVO\P
and power.
Other actors in the
UW^QMIZM6I\PIV4IVM
2WZLIV8ZMV\QKMIVL5IZS
Povinelli.
?PQTM¹5QZZWZ5QZZWZº
Q[IKWUQVOWNIOM\ITMQ\Q[
IT[WI[PWKSQVOP]UWZW][
IK\QWVXIKSMLÅTU\PI\Q[
clearly not directed only to
children but Disney fans of
all ages.
¹5QZZWZ5QZZWZºQ[VW\
WVTaIUWLMZV,Q[VMa[\WZa
J]\\PMKZMI\QWVIVLÅTUQVO
has brought together countTM[[\ITMV\MLQV\MZVI\QWVIT
IK\WZ[ÅTUUISMZ[IVLUWZM
\WOM\PMZ\WUISM\PQ[JZQTliant production.
7VXZMUQMZM_MMSMVL
¹5QZZWZ5QZZWZºMIZVML
W^MZ UQTTQWVI\\PMJW`
WNÅKM
¹5QZZWZ5QZZWZºQ[[]ZM
to charm Disney fans of all
ages as they indulge their
minds and stretch their
imagination around this DisVMaKTI[[QK¹5QZZWZ5QZZWZº
Q[N]VNWZSQL[MV\PZITTQVO
NWZ\MMVIOMZ[IVLILMTQOP\ful revival for grown-ups.
5aZI\QVONWZ\PMTQ^M
IK\QWVIK\QWVNIV\I[aUW^QM
¹5QZZWZ5QZZWZºQ[IVMQOP\
W]\WN 
The Snow White legend
KWUM[ITQ^MQV\PQ[¹5QZZWZ
5QZZWZº\PI\Q[LMÅVQ\MTa\PM
fairest family entertainment
WN 

RATING:

Coming Out This Week: Movies. Games. Albums.
Movies:

Games:

Albums:

Titanic (3D)
Housefull 2
American Reunion
The Hunter
ATM

Blacklight: Retribution
I Am Alive
Heroes of Ruin

Nicki Minaj: Pink Friday: Reloaded
Rascal Flatts: Changed

Kinect Star Wars

Lux: We Are Not The Same

Xenoblade Chronicles

Beak: Eyrie

Willow Smith: Willow: You Think You Know Me

Marquee
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Aquarius: 1/20 - 2/18
The  warm  weather  is  doing  
wonders  for  your  creativity.  
Take  advantage  of  it.
  

Pisces: 2/19 - 3/20

Be  careful  with  your  words  
this  week.  Less  is  more.

Aries: 3/21 - 4/19

You  may  be  speeding  through  
your  to-do  list,  but  make  sure  
you’re  taking  the  time  to  do  
things  the  right  way.

Taurus :4/20 - 5/20

Try  not  to  clutter  your  mind  
with  unnecessary  questions  
this  week.  You  have  enough  on  
your  mind.

Gemini: 5/21 - 6/21

Be  sure  to  follow  through  on  
any  promises  or  agreements  
you’ve  made  this  week.

Cancer: 6/22 - 7/22

It’s  nice  to  kick  back  and  let  
loose,  just  be  sure  to  recognize  
when  it’s  time  to  buckle  down  
again.

Leo: 7/23 - 8/22

You  will  thrive  the  most  by  
working  with  others  this  week.

Virgo: 8/23 - 9/22

The  direction  of  your  week  is  
completely  up  to  you.  Your  
attitude  makes  a  big  difference.

Libra: 9/23 - 10/22

You’ll  be  impossible  to  fool  
this  week.  Trust  your  instincts.

Scorpio: 10/23 - 11/21

Check,  double  check,  and  
check  again  that  everything  is  
clear  and  accurate.

Sagittarius: 11/22-12/21
Only  you  can  share  the  truth  
about  yourself  with  others.  
Don’t  be  afraid  to  clear  the  air.

Capricorn: 12/22 - 1/19

Steer  clear  of  excessives  this  
week.  Take  only  what  you  
need.

Monday, April 2, 2012

Film adaptations: books inspire movies
Ashmika Patke
COLUMN

1\Q[IKZMI\Q^MQLMI\WUISMÅTU
adaptations and remakes because it
gives a new generation to enjoy differMV\SQVL[WN KTI[[QKÅTU[
Nowadays every other movie is an
adaption based either on a book or a
\Z]M[\WZa
;WUMWN \PM[MÅTU[IZM¹<PM
+PZWVQKTM[WN 6IZVQIº¹0WW\º¹8MZKa
2IKS[WVº<PM0IZZa8W\\MZ[MZQM[
¹<PM;MZQM[WN =VNWZ\]VI\M-^MV\[º
\PM<_QTQOP\[MZQM[¹0WZ\WV0MIZ[)
?PWº¹<PM0]VOMZ/IUM[ºIVL
UWZM<PM[M_MZMITT[]KKM[[N]TÅTU[
2][\ILMKILMIOWWVTa\PMXPMVWUMVITJWWS[MZQM[_MZMUILMQV\W
UW^QM[IVLVW_ITUW[\M^MZaJWWS
_ZQ\\MVJaIVaNIUW][I]\PWZPI[IÅTU
ILIX\QWV<W\PMLMTQOP\WN \PMQZMVLTM[[TaLMLQKI\MLNIV[\PM0IZZa8W\\MZ
NZIVKPQ[MPI[[]ZXI[[MLITTW\PMZ[MZQM[
ILIX\I\QWV[
)NM_aMIZ[IOWM^MZaW\PMZUW^QM
_I[IZMUISMWN WTL\QUMKTI[[QK[
)UWVOITT\PMUWLMZV,Q[VMaÅTU[
IZM\PMVM_KTI[[QK[TQSM¹<IVOTMLº
JI[MLWV\PM[\WZaWN ¹:IX]VbMTºIVL
¹<PM8ZQVKM[[IVL\PM.ZWOºJI[MLWV
\PM[\WZaWN \PM[IUM\Q\TM
;WUM,Q[VMaKTI[[QK[PI^MJMMV
ZMUILMQV\WTQ^MIK\QWVUW^QM[TQSM¹)
+QVLMZMTTI;\WZaº¹)VW\PMZ+QVLMZMTTI
;\WZaº¹;aLVMa?PQ\Mº¹5QZZWZ5QZZWZºIVLUWZM
5W[\<>UW^QM[IZMJI[MLWV
JWWS[WZZMUISM[
5IVaWN \PM,Q[VMa+PIVVMT
WZQOQVITUW^QM[IZMJI[MLWVJWWS[IVL
IZMU]KPUWZM[]KKM[[N]TTQSM¹4MU-

WVILM5W]\PºIVL¹/MMS+PIZUQVOº
IVLUW[\ZMKMV\Ta¹:ILQW:MJMTºIVL
¹.ZMVMUQM[º
+TI[[QKKPQTLZMV[\WZQM[UILMQV\W
ÅTU[IZM¹:IUWVIIVL*MMb][ºJI[ML
WV\PM[MZQM[Ja\PMKPQTLZMV¼[I]\PWZ
*M^MZTa+TMIZTa¹0WTM[ºIVL¹0WW\º
JW\PJI[MLWVJWWS[Ja\PMJM[\[MTTQVO
I]\PWZ4W]Q[;IKPIZ
;WUMÅTU[IZMJI[MLWVJWWS[I[
_MTTI[\Z]M[\WZQM[TQSM¹;W]T;]ZNMZº
IVL¹,WTXPQV<ITMº1VLQIPI[\PM
JQOOM[\ÅTUQVL][\ZaVQKSVIUML
*WTTa_WWL_Q\PQV\MZVI\QWVITNIV[
*WTTa_WWLIT[WZMUISM[JWWS[QV\W
ÅTU[;WUMÅTU[IZMM^MVKZMI\MLQV
*WTTa_WWLJMNWZMJMQVOZMUILMQV
0WTTa_WWL
.QTU[TQSM¹+PMIXMZJa\PM,WbMVº
¹2][\4QSM0MI^MVºIVL¹2][\/W?Q\P
1\ºPI^M]VLM\MK\ML[\WZaKWUXTMUMV\[
\PMXIZMV\L]WJWWSWN \PM[IUM\Q\TM
\PMZWUIVKMVW^MT¹1N 7VTa1\?MZM
<Z]MºIVL\PMZIZMUW^QM¹+IK\][
.TW_MZº_PQKPQ[QVNIK\JI[MLWVI
*ZWIL_IaXTIa
Some book adaptations are in fact
JI[MLWV\Z]M[\WZQM[TQSM¹;W]T;]ZNMZº
¹,WTXPQV<ITMº¹<PM>W_º¹?M
*W]OP\)BWWº¹*QO5QZIKTMºIVL
UWZM
¹<PM+PZWVQKTM[WN 6IZVQIº[MZQM[
IZMJI[MLWV\PMKTI[[QKI_IZL_QVVQVO
JWWS[_Q\P\PM[IUM\Q\TM[Ja\PMM[\MMUMLI]\PWZ+;4M_Q[
<PMPQOPTaIV\QKQXI\MLUW^QM
¹<PM0]VOMZ/IUM[ºQ[\PMILIX\I\QWV
WN \PMJWWS_Q\P\PM[IUM\Q\TMIVL
it surpassed advanced premiere ticket
[ITM[WN \PM<_QTQOP\[MZQM[
;]XMZPMZWKWUQK[MZQM[IZMIT[W
being remade into their movie coun-

\MZXIZ\[¹;]XMZUIVº¹*I\UIVº
¹;XQLMZ5IVºIZMMI[a[]KKM[[ÅTU[
0W_M^MZ\PMZMKMV\[]XMZPMZWZMUISM[
WN ZMUISM[IZMN]\QTMI\\MUX\[\WMIZV
ZMXMI\ML[]KKM[[
;WUMÅTU[PI^M[\ZIVOMWZQOQV[TQSM
\PM8QZI\M[WN \PM+IZQJJMIVNZIVKPQ[M
<PM_PWTM[\WZaQ[JI[MLWNN \PM,Q[VMa
ZQLM\PI\PI[QV[XQZMLNW]ZJZQTTQIV\
UW^QM[_Q\PUWZM\WKWUM
;KQÅUW^QM[[]KPI[\PM<ZIV[formers franchise are based on the toys
IVL\PM]XKWUQVO¹*I\\TM[PQXºQ[JI[ML
WV\PMO]M[[QVOOIUMJa0I[JZW
<PM[]KKM[[WN \PM[MNZIVKPQ[MÅTU[
Q[M`KMMLQVOITT[QVOTMÅTU[JMKI][MWN 
\PMQZM[\MMUMLJIKSOZW]VL
5IVaWN ,Z;M][[¼JWWS[IZMJMQVO
directed and produced into animated
NMI\]ZMÅTU[QVKT]LQVO¹<PM+I\QV\PM
0I\º¹0WZ\WV0MIZ[)?PWºIVL
UW[\ZMKMV\Ta¹<PM4WZI`º?PQTM\PM
JWWS[IZM_ZQ\\MVNWZaW]VOKPQTLZMV
\PMUW^QM[IZM][]ITTaZI\ML8/IN\MZ
JMQVOLQZMK\ML\W_IZL[WTLMZKPQTLZMV
_PWKIVZMTQ^MXIZ\[WN \PMQZKPQTLPWWL

)NM_aMIZ[IOWM^MZaW\PMZUW^QM
_I[IZMUISMWN WTL\QUMKTI[[QK[
<PM[MNM_UW^QM[_MZMQVNIK\ÅTU
ZMUISM[TQSM¹)VOMT[QV\PM7]\ÅMTLº
¹0WUM_IZL*W]VLº¹)V)NNIQZ<W
:MUMUJMZº¹<PZMM5MVIVLI*IJaº
_Q\PWTLMZWZNWZMQOVKWUXTMUMV\[
;WUMJWWS[PI^M[M^MZITUW^QM
KWUXTMUMV\[QVKT]LQVO¹)VVQMºIVL
¹.ZMISa.ZQLIaº
0W_M^MZ[WUMLWV¼\LWU]KP
R][\QKM\W\PMQZJWWSKW]V\MZXIZ\[TQSM
¹7VMNWZ\PM5WVMaº
;WUMKTI[[QKKPQTLPWWL[\WZQM[
[]KPI[:ML:QLQVO0WWLIZMZMUILM
\PZW]OPKIZ\WWV[
:MKMV\TaQ\[MMU[\PI\[KZMMV_ZQ\ers have a major epidemic case of
_ZQ\MZ¼[JTWKSIVL[WIZMUISQVOÅTU
ILIX\I\QWV[IVLZMVM_QVOKTI[[QK[<PQ[
Q[KTMIZTaWJ^QW][QVUIVaUW^QM[XTW\TQVM[IVLJW`WNÅKMZM[XWV[M[
)[IVI^QLÅTUNIV1PI^M[MMV
\PM[MÅTU[IVLJMQVOIJWWSTW^MZ1
PI^MZMIL\PMJWWS[I[_MTT

807<7+7=:<-;A7.57>41++75

‘Tangled’ is one of many movies based on a book.

Spring into fashion: hot color and prints
Chelsea Christman
FASHION COLUMN

Sunshine sneaks through
\PM_QVLW_[WN \PMKTI[[ZWWU
beckoning students outside
\W\PMNZM[PIQZIVLJTWWUQVO[KMVMZaWN [XZQVO\QUM
?Q\P\PMJTW[[WUQVOWN [XZQVO
KWUM[\PMÆW]ZQ[PQVOWN NZM[P
NI[PQWV\ZMVL[I[_MTT)[\PM
_MI\PMZOM\[PW\\MZ[WLW\PM
[\aTM[IVLLM[QOV[
Kick off your boots and
XZMXIZMNWZÆQXÆWX[[PILM[
IVLLZM[[M[4QOP\MZTIaMZ[IVL
IKPIVKM\W\IVIZMPQOPTQOP\[
WN \PM[MI[WV[WSMMX]X_Q\P
\PM[\aTM[\W\Z]Ta_MTKWUM\PM
_MI\PMZ
)KKWZLQVO\WOTIUW]ZKWU
head to toe prints are a spring
U][\PI^M)T\PW]OPQ\UIa
[MMUIJQ\NIZNM\KPMLIVW]\Å\
WN KWUXTM\MXZQV\[Q[PQOPTa
IKKMX\IJTM0MIL\]ZVQVO
JZQOP\TaKWTWZMLXZQV\[[]KPI[
XWXXQVOKWTWZ[_QZT[IVLÆW_MZ[IZMI^IQTIJTMQVU]T\QXTM
JZIVL[+PQKKPWQKM[NWZXZQV\[
QVKT]LMW^MZ[QbMÆWZIT[UQZZWZ
TQSMOMWUM\ZQK[PIXM[IVL
M^MVXIZZW\XZQV\[1N aW]NMMT
\PMXZQV\[IZM\WW_QTLKPWW[M
I[QUXTMZWX\QWV8ZQV\ML
_MLOM[NWZM`IUXTMOQ^MWNN 
\PMTWWS_Q\PW]\JMQVO\WW
M`\ZMUM+PMKSW]\5QIIVL
2M[[QKI;QUX[WV¼[TI\M[\[IVLIT[
IVL_MLOM[NWZQV[XQZI\QWV
.WZ\PW[MWN aW]_PW
MVRWaKI\KPQVO\PM¹QVºKWTWZ
\PM[MI[WV¼[XQKSQ[\IVOMZQVM
AM[WZIVOMQ[\PMVM_JTIKS

Shades of orange are ubiquitous on the runways this
[MI[WVNZWUTQOP\XMIKP\W
ITUW[\JTIbMWZIVOM7ZIVOM
LZM[[M[[PWM[[PILM[IVL
VIQT[KIVILLXQbIbb\WaW]Z
[XZQVO_IZLZWJM_MIXWV[
/TIUW]ZIT[WM`XTIQV[
\PI\¹KPMMZN]TKWTWZJTWKSQVOº
is making a statement on the
Z]V_Ia+WTWZN]TKTW\PM[IZM
JMQVOUQ`MLUI\KPML.WZ
M`IUXTMLZM[[M[_Q\PU]T\Q
KWTWZML[MK\QWV[IZMJMKWUQVO
XWX]TIZ*ZQOP\\WVM[[]KPI[
XQVSWZIVOMIVLOZMMVIZM
ILLQVOÆI^WZ\W\PMZMKQXM[WN 
W]\Å\[?PMV\M[\QVO\PMTWWS
TQUQ\aW]Z[MTN \W\PZMMKWTWZ[
that coordinate to avoid the
ZIQVJW_TWWS<ZaIJZQOP\
ÆW_QVO[SQZ\QV\_W\WVM[IVLI
KWV\ZI[\QVOXTIQVKWTWZML[PQZ\
.WZ\PMJ][QVM[[\aXM[
XQVS[]Q\[IZMQV<PM[PWZ\
J]JJTMO]UXQVS[\aTMQ[I^MZ[I\QTMKPWQKM;PW_QVOWNN TMO
_PQTMJMQVOWNÅKMIXXZWXZQI\M
Q[IUIRWZXT][)T[WaW]KIV
_MIZ\PMJTIbMZIVL[PWZ\[
[MXIZI\MTaNWZILQNNMZMV\W]\Å\
8IQZ\PM[PWZ\[_Q\PIXTIQV<
[PQZ\WZXZQV\ML\IVS\WX_Q\P
XQVS\WVM[[QUXTMRM_MTZaIVL
XZQV\ML[IVLIT[IVLaW]PI^M
IVW\PMZZWKSQVOTWWS
;WNIZQN _QTLI\\MV\QWV
grabbing hues are way too
NIZW]\WN aW]ZKWUNWZ\bWVM
LWV¼\XIVQK8I[\MT[PILM[IZM
IT[WQV1VNIK\/TIUW]Z[\I\M[
\PI\¹[XZQVO¼[[_MM\[WZJM\
[PILM[IVLXI[\MTP]M[OQ^M
WNN ITW_SMaTILaTQSM^QJMº

<PQVSWN KTI[[QK-I[\MZKWTWZ[
IVLX]TTW]\LZM[[M[QVZWJQV¼[
MOOJT]M[PILM[WZ[WN\\WVML
[PQZ\[\W[PW_KI[M\PMMTMOIVKM
5M\ITTQKVIQTXWTQ[PIVLMaM
[PILW_IZMVW\\PMWVTaJMI]\a[MKZM\6W_UM\ITTQKKTW\PM[
are skyrocketing to the fashion
NZWV\*I[QKXQMKM[NZWU_ZIX
[SQZ\[\W\ZW][MZ[\WPMMT[IZM
transformed into going-out
gear when they are covered in
JZWVbM[QT^MZOZMMVIVLUWZM
<PM]T\ZI[PQVaNIJZQK[IVL
XQMKM[_QTTPI^MaW]\]ZVQVO
PMIL[IVLXZMXIZML\WXIZ\a
8MXT]UQ[\PMVM_M[\
KZIbM8MXT]UQ[LMÅVMLI[
I[PWZ\ÆIZMLZ]NÆM\PI\[Q\[
I\\PMVI\]ZIT_IQ[\_PQKPQ[
\PM[UITTM[\[MK\QWVWN aW]Z
_IQ[\4WWS\PQVVMZIVLUWZM
NI[PQWVIJTMJaOQ^QVO\PM[\aTM
IKPIVKM)ÆQZ\aKPWQKM\PMZM
IZMXMXT]U[SQZ\[\WX[IVL
LZM[[M[4WWSOTIUIVLM^MV
TMIVMZJaILLQVOPQOPPMMT[\W
KWUXTM\M\PMIXXMIZIVKM
0IZXMZ¼[*IbIIZILLML
their fashion must-haves as
_MTT)OZMMQVO_Q\P/TIUW]Z\PMaIL^Q[MLTILQM[\W\Za
¹ÆW_MZXW_MZºWZ_QTLÆW_MZaXZQV\[<PMaIT[W[]OOM[\ML
IVQUITXZQV\[QV\PM¹7]\WN 
)NZQKIº[MK\QWV<ZaKPMM\IP
IVLTMWXIZLXZQV\[I[_MTTI[
OMWUM\ZQK[PIXM[\ZQJITÆW_QVOLM[QOV[IVLMIZ\PaKWTWZ[
<PM[INIZQTWWSQ[ZMUIQVQVO
XWX]TIZQVKT]LQVOQV[_QU_MIZ[PWM[\WX[[SQZ\[IVL
LZM[[M[
;XZQVOKTMIVQVOKIV

QVKT]LMaW]ZKTW[M\<W[[W]\
OQ^MI_IaWZ[MTT\PMWTLXQMKM[
aW]_W]TLVW\JMKI]OP\QVI\
PWUMIVaUWZM<PMV[\WKS]X
your wardrobe with the mustPI^M[\PQ[[MI[WV
<ZaJ]JJTaJZQOP\KWTWZ[¸
M[XMKQITTaU]T\QKWTWZ[QV\PM
[IUMXQMKMTQSMIJT]MIVL
XQVSLZM[[4MIV\W_IZLWZIVOM[IVL\IVOMZQVM[NWZKWTWZ
J]\QN \PMaIZM\WWU]KP\Za

807<7+7=:<-;A7.*47/+7584-<-+75

Color blocking is one of the newest trends for the
spring season.

PETS OF THE WEEK: Roxy
:W`aQ[IUWV\PWTL*TIKS
4IJUQ`;PMQ[[XIaMLIVLITready has a good start on house
\ZIQVQVO
:W`aPI[IOMVM\QKKWVLQ\QWV\PI\PI[UILMPMZVMIZTa
JTQVLQVPMZTMN\MaM<PI\QV
Q\[MTN Q[V¼\[]KPIJQOKPITTMVOM
M`KMX\[PMPI[LM^MTWXMLIR]^MVQTMKI\IZIK\QVPMZZQOP\MaM
6MMLTM[[\W[Ia:W`aQ[I
[XMKQITVMML[X]XXaJ]\[WUMWVMNWZOW\\W\MTTPMZ ;PMXTIa[
tug-of-war with exuberance and
takes great joy in fetching most
IVa\PQVOaW]\PZW_NWZPMZ
:W`aQ[^MZa[UIZ\IVLQ[I\
\PMXMZNMK\IOM\WTMIZVITTSQVL[
WN \PQVO[<PQVO[\PI\_QTTPMTX
her maneuver around in the
_WZTLQV\PMN]\]ZM
If you have a soft spot for
[XMKQITLWO[_Q\P[XMKQITVMML[
XTMI[M[\WXJa\PM[PMT\MZ\W
UMM\:W`a

[WN\XI[\MT[)LLI[UIVaKZIba
prints as wanted from head to
\WM)T[W\M[\W]\\PMXIZ\a
ZWKSMZUM\ITTQK[\aTMOQ^QVO
WNN \PMM`\ZMUM[PQVMIVL\PM
[TQUUQVOMNNMK\[WN XMXT]U
7N KW]Z[MÆWKS\WXZQV\[AW]
KIV¼\OW_ZWVO_Q\PXZQV\[\PQ[
[MI[WV;XZQVOQV\WNI[PQWVIVL
PIXXa[PWXXQVO

and Dillan

,QTTIVQ[I
charming 5-yearWTLVM]\MZMLIVL
LMKTI_MLKI\
0MKIUM
\W<+0;NZWU
IVW\PMZNIKQTQ\a[W
in-depth information about him is
TIKSQVO
?PI\_M¼^M
TMIZVMLL]ZQVOPQ[
[\IaI\\PM[PMT\MZ
Q[\PI\,QTTIVMVRWa[JMQVOPMTLIVL
seems to have a
UMTTW_IVL[_MM\
XMZ[WVITQ\a
0M[MMU[\W
[PaI_IaNZWU\PMTW]LVWQ[M[WN [UITTKPQTLZMV[WIY]QM\PWUM_Q\P
WTLMZKPQTLZMV_W]TL[]Q\PQUJM[\
,QLaW]SVW_'7ZIVOM\IJJQM[IZMNIZUWZMTQSMTa\WJMIUITM_Q\P
IVI^MZIOMZI\QWWN NW]ZUITM[\WWVMNMUITM

Photos and information courtesy of the Tri-County Humane Society.
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HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

MAKE A MOVE TO
KENT HOUSING!
kenthousing.com
320-252-5500

2, 3 OR 4 BEDROOM
APTS IN HOUSE
4 blk from SCSU library. Heat
paid, free parking.
320-493-9549

NEW LISTING
2& 3 BEDROOM
Off street parking.
320-250-1393

WE’VE GOT SPACE!
We have the largest 4
Bdrm Apts. near SCSU!
Free Wi-Fi, Free Parking!
Now Renting 2012-2013
School Year! 320-240-8188
www.jjsproperty.com

2 BEDROOMS
University Drive and Lakeside
Apts, Close to SCSU www.
riversiderealestateprop.com
Call 320-251-8284

STATESIDE APTS. ON
6th Ave! 4 Bedroom Apts.
Heat Paid, A/C, D/W, Parking One Block To Halenbeck
Hall. Avail. 6/1/12 and
8/1/12 Exel Prop. 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com

4 BEDROOM
TOWNHOMES
Roommate Matching
www.uvtownhomes.com
320-252-2633
FREE PARKING,
INDIVIDUAL LEASES
10 & 12 month leases
320-252-2633
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
TOWNHOMES UVT’s
Free parking,
individual leases, pool
320-252-2633
www.uvtownhomes.com
SCSU HOUSES 4 RENT!
Open ‘11-’12
www.stcloudrental.com!
4 & 5 BEDROOM
HOUSES
www.quadbproperties.com
SCSU ‘12-’13
HOUSES & APTS!
**320-229-1919**
stcloudrental.com
CAMPUS APTS.
ON 5TH AVE!
4 Bedroom Apts. Heat Paid,
A/C, D/W, Parking 1 1/2
Blocks To Miller Library.
Avail. 6/1/12. Excel Prop.
251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
HOMES AND
APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
stcloudhomes.com
Click on St. Cloud area
home rentals.
UNIVERSITY APTS,
Large 2 Bedrooms. Close to
SCSU Also Studios, Ones,
Threes, 320-251-8284, www.
riversiderealestateprop.com
JESUS, SATAN, ALLAH
ARE PRETEND
Faith corrupts; absolute faith
corrupts absolutely.
Question. Atheism is true.
NEW LISTING 2 & 3
BEDROOM
off street parking
320-250-1393
SCSU APTS ON 7TH.
8TH & 9TH AVE S!
10 & 12 mo. leases! Call Now!
320-229-1919
SCSU HOUSES & APTS!
CALL NOW!
320-229-1919
FEMALE ROOMMATE
WANTED TO
SHARE HOUSE
$325 all fees included
1 Block from campus
320-240-0679
4 BDRM HOUSES
www.quadbproperties.com
3 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
320-259-9434
tkmeyerproperties.com
ONE ROOM
EFFICIENCIES.
320-259-9434
tkmeyerpropeties.com
stcloudrental.com

FREE WI-FI!!!
Walk To Class! Across From
Hockey Center. 4 Bdrm
Apts. Now Renting 20122013 School Year! Off-Street
Parking! 320-240-8188
www.jjsproperty.com
3-4 BEDROOM APTS
1blk from SCSU library.
2 Full baths, A/C, D/W.
Heat paid.
320-493-9549

ONE, TWO, THREE
Bedrooms, Close SCSU,
320-251-8284 www.river
siderealestateprop.com
4 & 5 BEDROOM
HOUSES
www.quadbproperties.com
NOW RENTING FOR
2012/ 2013
Large 2 bedroom apt. Free off
street parking. Laundry, near
Hallenbeck Hall.
Call: 320-251-0029

FIND A PLACE TO
Rent Or Post Rental Listing
At radrenter.com
www.ivyapartments.com
3 & 4 Bedroom Apartments
2 -7 Bedroom Houses
320-259-9673
SCSU ‘12- ‘13 HOUSES
4 RENT!!
stcloudrental.com

scsuhomesforrent.com
GIGANTIC BEDROOMS!
Excellent 6 & 7 bedroom
house for rent! Prime
location! 3 blocks from campus!! 2 kitchens, 2 bathrooms,
2 family rooms. Central A/C,
free parking. New washer and
dryer. Utilities paid for!
Very nice houses!
320-492-1230
2012-13 SCHOOL YR!
1,2,3 & 4 Bd Available
Free Heat, Water & Garbage!
Free Basic Cable!
On Busline!!!
Call Today 320-654-8300
FREE WI-FI & BASIC
CABLE!
4 Bedroom Apartment
Individual leases,
just $285/rm
Super close to campus!
Call Lynette 320-217-4115
FEMALES AND MALES.
Private rooms in 4 bedroom
apartments. Heat paid, A/C,
D/W, parking, close.
6/1 and 8/1/12. E.P.M. 2516005.
!FREE!CABLE!
FREE!INTERNET!
3 + 4 Bdrm large apartments
Central A/C, D/W, Heat
paid
www.ivyapartments.com
320-259-9673 - Jenny
UPPER CLASS CAMPUS
HOUSES
2 BR 1 BA House
3 BR 1 BA House
4 BR 2 BA House
All with free parking &
Laundry
320-492-6123
FEMALE TO SHARE
VERY NICE 4 BDRM APT
Conviently located across
from Halenbeck Hall.
Call to view (320)333-3748
Charlamain
Apartment Homes
FINALLY LIVE ALONE!
1 BD starting at $470/month
Free parking spot/on busline
Free heat, water, garbage.
Call to tour today!
320-654-8300
FOR THE FINEST IN
AFFORDABLE
STUDENT HHOUSING
Call Excel Property Mgmt.
320-251-6005
www.excelpropmgmt.com
SCSU APTS
W/BALCONIES! AC
UNITS!
stcloudrental.com

2 BEDROOM APTS
1/2 blk from SCSU library.
D/W, A/C. Security.
Laundry. Heat paid.
10 or 12 month leases.
320-493-9549

HOMES AND
APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
stcloudhomes.com
Click on St. Cloud area
home rentals.

WESTVIEW
AND UNIVERSITY
WEST APTS.
4 bedroom Apts. Heat Paid,
A/C, D/W, Parking. 2 Blocks
To Miller Library. Avail.
6/1/12 Excel Prop. 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com

2-3-4 BEDROOM APTS
Various locations. Heat paid.
320-493-9549

4 BDR APTS
1 blk from SCSU library.
Heat paid. 2 full baths. A/C,
D/W, laundry.
320-493-9549
2 BDR APTS
Across from Holes Hall.
A/C, D/W. Heat paid.
Security. Laundry. 10 or 12
month leases.
320-493-9549

2 & 4 BEDROOMS
Now Renting 20122013 School Year! Free
Wi-Fi & Free Off Street
Parking! 320-240-8188
www.jjsproperty.com

METROVIEW
One, Two, Three Bedrooms,
Decks, Houses, Heat Paid,
Close SCSU 320-251-8284
www.riversiderealestateprop.com

2-3 OR 4 BEDROOM
APTS IN HOUSE
1/2 block from SCSU library.
Heat paid, free parking.
320-493-9549

NEW LISTING 2&3
BEDROOM
Off street parking.
320-250-1393

4 BEDROOM APTS
1 block from SCSU library.
Heat paid. 2 full baths. A/C,
D/W, laundry.
320-493-9549

stcloudhomes4rent.com
stcloudapartment.com

SAFFRON SUITES 395
5th Ave. So. Eff. Apt. Available Immediately Next To
Welcome Center Phone
320-290-2128

MAKE A MOVE TO
Kent Housing!
Kent Housing.com
or 320-252-5500
stcloudstorage.com

scsu4rent.com
scsuapartments.com
3+4 BEDROOM
Apartments 4-7
Bedroom Houses.
Close To Campus. Call For
Specials 320-259-9673
LOOKING FOR FOUR
MORE SCSU STUDENTS
to share house with other
women. 320-241-9999
LEASING NOW!
Single bedrooms available
in four bedroom apartment. Starting at $250.00
per month. Free heat, water,
garabage & basic cable!
Super Cloe to campus.
Call Liz 320-217-4115
www.nomgmt.com/se
3 & 4 BDRM APTS!
Close to SCSU!
stcloudrental.com
SCSU APTS W/
BALCONIES!
AC units!
stcloudrental.com
JUST BECAME
AVAILABLE!
4 Bdrm apt located across
from Halenbeck Hall in one
of the nicest apartments near
campus...
Charlamain
Apartment Homes
Call to view (320)333-3748
APARTMENTS
OR HOUSES
-NÅKQMVKQM[\W *LZU[
Great prices and locations
On campus or around town
Get it all with one call
St. Cloud Rental Resource Inc
320-251-4412
www.Home-Hound.com
3BR./4BR.
Houses, townhomes, lofts,
apts. Great values
5/1 and 6/1.
1-4 blks from SCSU
Dan 320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
HOUSES TO RENT
320-240-0679

4 & 5 BEDROOM
HOUSES
www.quadbproperties.com

3 BEDROOM
TOWNHOMES
By hockey center.
Call Rick: 320-291-7002
2 BEDROOM APTS
By hockey center.
Call Rick: 320-291-7002
HOUSES CLOSE TO
CAMPUS
Put together a group
and get free rent.
320-241-9999
www.serenity-apartments.com
GREAT DUPLEX HOME!
Large 3BR, 1.5 Bath
?,0WWS]X=VÅVQ[PML
Basement
Available May 1st
Call Jacqueline 320-260-3448

SCSU APTS OPEN
‘12-’13!!
Call NOW: 320-229-1919
EFF. APTS TO
7 BDRM HOUSES
We have what you want
Prices start at $225/month
320-251-4412
www.homebound.com
$50 MOVE-IN BONUS.
2-big bedrooms neat, clean.
Includes utilities.
Possible caretaking.
Off-street parking.
$300 person.
Near Halenbeck.
320-679-3852
4 BDRM APTS!
Only $225/Rm!
Remodeled! 320-229-1919

525 13TH ST APTS
1 Block N of Hockey arena.
3&4 bedrooms $225.
Dan: 651-361-0803
danruza@live.com

GOLF STUDENT
DISCOUNT $10
with valid ID
Angushire Golf Club call for
tee times 251-9619

ROOMS 4 RENT! HUGE
HOUSE!
320-229-1919

BEACHWOOD 1 BR.
APTS.
$400-430. 6/1 320 7th Ave S.
H/W/S/T Incl. 320-2511925
mpmstudenthousing.com

BENTWOOD NEAR
TARGET EAST.
1 BR. - $420, 2 BR. - $500
Free heat/P.
4/1, 5/1, 6/1.
Clipper
320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
4 BDRM HOUSES
www.quadbproperties.com
SCSU AREA HOUSES
CLOSE FOR RENT
Call for information
320-240-0679
HOUSES FOR RENT
4-7 BDRM
Avail June and Aug 2012
Rent starting at $300
per/person
All util. included, off-street
parking, free laundry
320-237-7570

$225 - $280/MO 4 BEDROOM APTS!
All buildings close to SCSU!
stcloudrental.com
4 BDRM HOUSE
Located on 7th Ave. Close to
library. M&J Properties.
320-980-5221
4 BDRM HOUSES
www.quadbproperties.com

2ND AVENUE
TOWNHOMES.
4 bedrooms,
2 levels, 2 bathrooms.
tkmeyerproperties.com
320-259-9434
BRIDGEVIEW SOUTH
APARTMENTS.
4 bedrooms directly across
from Hockey Center.
320-259-9434
tkmeyerproperties.com
UNIVERSITY NORTH
APARTMENTS!
Decks, AC Units,
Dishwasher!!
320-229-1919
2 BEDROOM APT
Free parking 1 block from
NHC. M&J Properties.
320-980-5221
5/1 AVAIL.
2BR + 3BR APTS.
1-2 blks from SCSU.
Dan 320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
ROOMS FOR RENT
IN HOUSE
Male or female
320-761-1514
3 BLOCKS FROM
CAMPUS
10 or 12 month leases
3 + 4 bed.
320-259-9673
4-6 BEDROOM HOUSES
3 + 4 bedroom apartments
www.ivyapartments.com
Call Jenny 320-259-9673
4 BR. HOUSE FOR RENT
$365 all expenses incl.
Call Dan 320-761-1514
3+4 BEDROOMS
University Place Apts
320-281-5170
www.universityplacestudenthousing.com

3 AND 4
BEDROOM APTS
10 and 12 month leases on
5th, 6th, 7th ave.
Excel Prop. Mgmt.
251-6005
www.excelpropmgmt.com

GET PAID TO LOSE
WEIGHT!
Plus, we guarantee you’ll
earn $1,000 a month or we’ll
refund all your money!
www.epxbody.com

Fbook: Premier Real
Estate Rentals

4 BDRM HOUSES
www.quadbproperties.com
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Tiger Woods looks to
be back to his old self

BASEBALL

Alex Lessard

Southwest Minnesota State
April 3, 1:30 p.m.
Home

SOFTBALL
Augustana
April 6, 1/3 p.m.
Home
Wayne State
April 7, 12/2 p.m.
Home

GOLF
Upper Iowa Invite
April 5-7
Away

TRACK & FIELD
UW River Falls Open
April 7
Away
Follow us on Twitter!

@UniversityChron

SPORTS COLUMN

Tiger Woods has
become one of the most
talked about athletes in the
mainstream media, and I
feel that he is still one of the
greatest athletes of all time.
He has won countless
tournaments and even has
a few Grand Slams under
his belt.
When the sex scandal
arose between his family,
it was obvious what would
happen to his golf game
and that people would
expect that Tiger Woods
would never be the same
golfer.
Back in 2009, Tiger
Woods won one of his
last tournaments because
it was shortly after that
when everything came out
about him and his multiple
mistresses.
With this new information about Woods’ personal
life, many people started
to slander him without
knowing what actually was
happening.
You have to think about
what he did. Yes it was
wrong, but the only reason
it was so publicized is beKI][MPMQ[IX]JTQKÅO]ZM
There are many athletes
today that just feel they
can do whatever they want
and they will just pay what
they have to, to stay out
of trouble. Now when you
compare what Woods did
to other criminal athletes,
his scandal looks so insigVQÅKIV\JMKI][MPMLQLV¼\
harm anyone other than his
family.
I feel that it wasn’t
fair for companies to try
and strip Woods from his
endorsements because of
what he did, but I bet if you
put any man or woman in
that situation they would

PHOTO COURTESY OF THEBUZZCINCY.COM

Tiger Woods holds up the trophy of the Arnold Palmer Invitational on March
I\*Ia0QTTIN\MZ_QVVQVOPQ[ÅZ[\\W]ZVIUMV\[QVKM\PMQVNIUW][[KIVLIT

fall into the same trap
Woods did.
Not many realize what
lead up to this situation
he was in. Think about it,
if you had more money
than God and everyone
knew who you were, people
would try and take you off
the pedestal that society has
put you on.
So think about it: every
single beautiful person is
going to try and seduce you
because they know you’re
famous. If people think
that Woods is the only one
to fall into these traps they
couldn’t be more wrong.
There are many athletes in
all sports that fall into these
traps, but the sad thing is
they just pay off whomever
they need to.
Another action that
really angers me is when
it comes to the collapse of
athletes it seems that some
of their closest friends try to
JM\\MZ\PMU[MT^M[ÅVIVKQITTa
from their good friend’s
misfortune. For example,

IN\MZ?WWL[ÅZMLPQ[KILLa
the caddy went on to write
a book based on Woods and
his colossal collapse. Who
wouldn’t collapse when
everything has just been
ripped away from you and
now your closest friends are
just worried about making
money rather than helping
you?
Now I am not saying
that Woods is not to blame,
because this is 100 percent
his fault. I am just trying
to make people realize the
circumstances and what
athletes everywhere go
through.
Maybe instead of blamQVOW]ZX]JTQKÅO]ZM[_M
should look at our society.
What happened to the
day were when you knew
someone was married there
was a general rule that they
were off limits? Now it
seems that people look at it
like a challenge to break up
happy couples.
With Woods winning his
ÅZ[\\W]ZVIUMV\[QVKM!

I am really hoping this was
his turn around and transition back into the Woods
we all became accustom to
loving and cheering for.
Woods seemed to be
back to his old playing style
in the Arnold Palmer tournament that he won two
weekends ago.
I would love to see
Woods bounce back and
become even more dominant in the PGA than he
has ever been. I would love
to see this because it would
not only show that athletes
can make comebacks, but
it would also be a middle
ÅVOMZ\WM^MZaWVMW]\\PMZM
than slandered Woods without looking at the circumstances.
I’m not saying Woods
was completely set up, but it
feels that our society strives
for situations like this and
populations all over the
world would rather make
money off misfortunes of
W]ZX]JTQKÅO]ZM[

Smoking leads to serious health risks
Ryan Fitzgerald
HEALTH COLUMN

I have been smoking since the age of
18, and haven’t really thought about the
side effects of what it can and is doing to
my health until now.
One of my friends at SCSU will have
a couple cigarettes with me every now and
then, but always tells me I smoke way too
much.
“Yo, bro, do you know what that cigarette is doing to your body right now?” my
friend always asks me, and I simply shake
my head and change the subject.
Smoking to me is a natural thing and always has been since I was 18. I smoke right
when I get up, after every meal, before bed,
and every 30 minutes if I’m not in class.
I have never looked at the side effects
and what it actually doing to my body, but
maybe I should consider cutting back.
My grandma smoked for 30 plus years
and has not smoked in 12 years. She found
out she had lung cancer 10 years after she
quit smoking.
That’s absurd. How can that even be
possible? 10 years after quitting smoking
and she has cancer, that is insane to me.
)\ÅZ[\1[\IZ\ML[UWSQVOJMKI][MQ\_I[
the cool thing to do, but I quickly found
myself becoming more addicted each and
every day.
Some say smoking is harder to quit than
drug and alcohol addictions and I tend to
agree. If anyone has tried to quit smoking it
is not any fun.
It ran across my mind to do some detective work on what health problems smokQVOKI][M[JMKI][M1ÅVLUa[MTN [UWSQVO
around a pack and a half every day.
So here are some fun facts about smoking and what it can eventually do to your

health if you are not careful.

Increased Health Risks:

Compared to non-smokers the inKZMI[MLPMIT\PZQ[S[IZM[QOVQÅKIV\+WZWnary heart disease and strokes are increased
two to four more times, men who will develop lung cancer are 23 times more likely,
women are 13 times more likely, and dying
from a chronic obstructive lung disease is
13 times more likely.

Cardiovascular Disease:

Cigarette smoking causes reduced
circulation by narrowing the blood vessels
(arteries) and puts smokers at risk of developing peripheral vascular disease, which is
obstruction of the large arteries in the arms
and legs that can cause a range of problems from pain to tissue loss or gangrene.
Moreover, smoking causes abdominal aortic aneurysm, or a swelling or weakening of
the main artery of the body—the aorta—
where it runs through the abdomen.

Cancer:

Everybody who smokes knows they run
the risk of obtaining cancer but here is a
list of the types of cancer that comes from
smoking cigarettes: acute myeloid leukemia, bladder, cervix, esophagus, kidney,
larynx, lung, mouth, pancreatic, pharynx
and stomach.

Other Health Effects:

Just when you think there could not be
anymore effects they sneak up on you like a
ninja in the night. Infertility, preterm delivery, stillbirth, low birth weight and sudden
infant death syndrome (SIDS).

Food:

I love food. I will practically eat any-

PHOTO COURTESY OF CIGARETTESFLAVOURS.COM

;UWSQVO KQOIZM\\M[ Q[ I LIVOMZW][ PWJJa WZ ILLQK\QWV 5ISM []ZM aW] IZM
I_IZMWN \PMKWV[MY]MVKM[IVLZMXMZK][[QWV[Q\PI[WVaW]

thing placed in front of me, but smoking
in some ways has taken some of my taste
buds away. I was eating dinner with my
girlfriend one night and she made me taste
something but I could not really taste it.
She said that it was so good and I need to
quit smoking to enjoy food. When you quit
smoking your tastes buds come back to life,
and you can enjoy food in a new way. You
feel pleasantly full, which reduces the urge
\W[UWSMIVLQ\[I\Q[ÅM[KZI^QVO[_Q\PVQKM
ÆI^WZ[QV[\MILWN KQOIZM\\M[
After researching and reading on this
matter it really has made me think of
quitting smoking, but I think I’ll push the
envelope a bit further. I really don’t think

nothing like that will happen to me anytime
soon.
Even though my family history of
smoking is not good, it really doesn’t bother
me too much because I just want to enjoy
life and smoking is a part of that.
But for those who have concerns on
this matter I suggest that you think about
quitting because it is a serious health matter
that can cause long-term health problems,
some may never go away.
Either take the matter serious and put
out those butts, or take it lightly and keep
X]NÅVOWV\PW[MJ]\\[1\Q[ITT]X\WaW]QN 
you want to risk your youth to the poisonous cancer sticks or enjoy a smoke free life.
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Eddy
Continued from Page 16
with guys who played
major junior hockey
who haven’t even gone
to college, they just play
hockey.”
Eddy has wanted this
opportunity for as long
as he can remember and
does not consider himself
a nervous person.
“Every time you move
up a level you’re a little
nervous, but I turn that
into positive energy,”
Eddy said. “It just drives
me to play harder and
makes me thrive. I’m
really not that nervous at
all.”
Eddy graduated from
Woodbury High School

and played for the Sioux
Falls Stampede in the
USHL (United States
Hockey League) before
coming to SCSU for the
2009-2010 season.
0MÅVQ[PMLPQ[0][Sa
career with 30 goals, 35
assists in 92 career games.
“We’re going to really miss David, but he
deserves this opportunity,” said head coach
Bob Motzko. “He plays a
tough style of hockey and
the scouts really liked that
about him.”
In his last game as a
Husky the team lost to
UND in the Final Five in
a tough game where the
Huskies should have won,
but could not seem to
score on their opportunities, Eddy said.
“I’m not going to

dwell on the past because
we did play our hearts
out,” Eddy said. “Sometimes you win and sometimes you lose, all I can
do now is focus on my
future.”
The road to the NHL
will not be easy for Eddy
but he is on the right
track and will work as
hard as he can to succeed.
Every time Eddy steps on
the ice is a chance for him
to prove that he belongs
and so scouts and coaches
the NHL is his calling,
Eddy said.
Getting signed was the
most exciting moments in
Eddy’s life and he is going
to enjoy every moment.
¹1\_I[LMÅVQ\MTa\PM
greatest moment in my
life, and I am so excited
for what the future holds

for me,” Eddy said. “It’s
all up to me on how far I
can go, and I am going to
everything I can to make
it.”college; they just play
hockey.”
Eddy has wanted this
opportunity for as long
as he can remember and
does not consider himself
a nervous person. “Every
time you move up a level
you’re a little nervous,
but I turn that into positive energy,” Eddy said.
“It just drives me to play
harder and makes me
thrive; I’m really not that
nervous at all.”
Eddy graduated from
Woodbury high school
and played for the Sioux
Fall Stampede in the
USHL (United States
Hockey League) before
coming to SCSU for the
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2009-2010 season.
0MÅVQ[PMLPQ[0][Sa
career with 30 goals and
35 assists in 92 career
games. “We’re going to
really miss David, but
he deserves this opportunity,” said head coach
Bob Motzko. “He plays a
tough style of hockey and
the scouts really liked that
about him.”
In his last game as a
Husky the team lost to
UND in the Final Five in
a tough game where the
Huskies should have won,
but could not seem to
score on their opportunities, according to Eddy.
“I’m not going to
dwell on the past because
we did play our hearts
out,” Eddy said. “Sometimes you win and sometimes you lose; all I can

do now is focus on my
future.”
The road to the NHL
will not be easy for Eddy
but he is on the right
track and will work as
hard as he can to succeed.
Every time Eddy steps on
the ice is a chance for him
to prove that he belongs
and so scouts and coaches
the NHL is his calling,
according to Eddy.
Getting signed was the
most exciting moments in
Eddy’s life and he is going
to enjoy every moment.
¹1\_I[LMÅVQ\MTa\PM
greatest moment in my
life, and I am so excited
for what the future holds
for me,” Eddy said. “It’s
all up to me on how far I
can go, and I am going to
everything I can to make
it.”

Who will freeze up in the Frozen Four?
Sean Davich
STAFF WRITER

NCAA tournament time
is always the best.
But forget basketball’s
March Madness. Let’s focus
on NCAA hockey tournament play.
The NCAA Frozen Four
will begin later this week,
and the teams that are featured in Tampa Bay Times
Forum will be the Boston
College Golden Eagles of
the Hockey East Conference, the Dutchmen of
Union from the Easter College Athletics Conference,
the Ferris State Bulldogs
of the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association, and the
Minnesota Golden Gophers
of the Western Collegiate
Hockey Association.
Each team featured in
NCAA hockey’s Big Dance
this year has either come in
on a very hot streak, or is in
\PM.ZWbMV.W]ZNWZ\PMÅZ[\
time, or both. So let’s take a
look at how these teams got
here, shall we?
Union (N.Y.)
The Dutchmen are only
in their second ever NCAA
Division I hockey tournament, and they are in their
ÅZ[\,Q^Q[QWV1.ZWbMV.W]Z
A year ago, they were also
in hockey’s Big Dance, but
they were beaten right away,
a 2-0 loss to eventual national champion Minnesota
Duluth. This year, they won
the regular season ECAC
title and conference tournament title.
Some highlights they’ve
had this year include a 6-3
win over the Michigan Wolverines in Ann Arbor back
in late November and a 3-1
win over Harvard in the
ECAC championship game
to clinch an NCAA tournament berth.
1V\PMÅZ[\ZW]VLWN \PM
East Regional, they took
down the Michigan State
;XIZ\IV[NWZ\PMQZÅZ[\
ever NCAA tournament
win as Division I representatives. In their next game,

\PMaIL^IVKML\W\PMQZÅZ[\
ever Frozen Four with a 4-2
victory over UMass-Lowell.
The Dutchmen are lookQVO\W_QV\PMQZÅZ[\M^MZ
national championship and
only two games stand in
their way. First year head
coach Rick Bennett has
done an excellent job with
the team, so look for Union
to contend in the next few
years as well.
Ferris State
The Bulldogs have been
in the CCHA conference
since 1979, but this is only
their second ever NCAA
tournament appearance.
1V\PMQZÅZ[\WVMJIKSQV
the 2002-03 season, they
ÅVQ[PML_Q\PI
ZMKWZL*aÅVQ[PQVO_Q\P
this record, Ferris State was
IK\]ITTa\PMVI\QWV¼[ÅZ[\
hockey team to reach 30
wins in a season) and they
were placed in the West
Regional.
Ferris State beat the
North Dakota Fighting
;QW]`QV\PMÅZ[\ZW]VL
In the regional championship, however, they were
on the wrong end of a 7-4
score at the hands of the
eventual national champion Minnesota Golden
Gophers. Now, nine seasons
later, they are back in
college hockey’s biggest
tournament-and what a
rebound they made to get
to the Frozen Four; they had
lost three of four coming
into the NCAA tournament.
1V\PMÅZ[\ZW]VLWN 
the Midwest Regional, the
Bulldogs beat the Denver
Pioneers 2-1. Their opponent in the regional championship game was Cornell,
and Ferris State took care of
the Big Red 2-1 to advance
\W<IUXI1V\PMQZÅZ[\aMIZ
as a Frozen Four representative, can they take care of
J][QVM[[IVLPWQ[\\PMQZÅZ[\
championship trophy? We
shall see.
Boston College
Now this is a team that’s
used to postseason play. The
Golden Eagles, the NCAA

PHOTO COURTESY OF CRESCENT-NEWS.COM

<_W5QVVM[W\I/WTLMV/WXPMZ[KMTMJZI\MIN\MZ[KWZQVOIOWITIOIQV[\=6,QV\PM?M[\:MOQWVITÅVITJMI\QVO\PM.QOP\QVO;QW]`QVZW]\M\WOWQVO\W\PMQZÅZ[\.ZWbMV.W]Z[QVKM

tournament’s #1 overall
seed and the top ranked
team, come into their 23rd
Frozen Four seeking their
ÅN\PKPIUXQWV[PQX)aMIZ
ago, Boston College came
into the NCAA tournament
with a 30-7 record, a #1
seed in the West Regional
and the third overall seed
in the tournament-and they
were ousted 8-4 by Colorado College, a WCHA team
that came into the tournament with more losses
than any other tournament
participant.
In 2010, the last time
Boston College was in the
Frozen Four, they beat the
Miami Redhawks 7-1 and
then defeated the Wisconsin
Badgers 5-0 in the national
championship game. This
year, Boston College beat
Maine 5-2 in the Northeast
Regional and then won 4-0
over defending national
champion Minnesota Duluth in the regional championship. Now the Golden
Eagles are back in the

Frozen Four and they seek
another title. Two games
over a three day span stand
in the way of that.
Minnesota
What fun would any
kind of hockey tournament
be without a representative
from the State of Hockey
itself ? The Minnesota
Golden Gophers beat all the
odds and silenced their critics by returning to the FrobMV.W]ZNWZ\PMÅZ[\\QUM
since 2005. A year ago, the
Gophers were a mediocre
16-14-6, good for 5th place
in the WCHA standings.
In their last Frozen Four
appearance, the Gophers
lost 4-2 to their biggest rival,
the North Dakota Fighting
Sioux.
This year, by taking
down the Sioux 5-2 in the
West Regional championship game at the Xcel Energy Center in St. Paul, the
Gophers can forget about
what happened in 2005.
They can also forget
what happened the week
before this year’s regional
championship, where Minnesota blew a 3-0 second
period lead and lost to
North Dakota 6-3…in the
same Xcel Energy Center.
The Gophers are feeling
pretty good after returning
to the Frozen Four, but they
know that picking up their
third national title under
head coach Don Lucia and
sixth title overall will not
be easy. Still, in a season
where they were not even
considered a contender at
the beginning, anything can
happen.

Preview
Now you know a
little bit more about these
teams, so now let’s take a
PHOTO COURTESY OF IDAHOESTATEMEN.COM
look at the match-ups and
<PM *W[\WV +WTTMOM /WTLMV -IOTM[ IZM [MMSQVO \W _QV \PMQZ ÅN\P 6I\QWVIT then I will give my predicChampioship and head coach Jerry York’s third.
tions.

<PMÅZ[\.ZWbMV.W]Z
game on April 5 will
feature the Union Dutchmen and the Ferris State
Bulldogs. This is sure
to be a fun game-both
these teams are new to
the Frozen Four so obviously both want to make
Q\\W\PMQZÅZ[\VI\QWVIT
championship game. The
Bulldogs came into the
tournament on a bit of a
down streak, but so far in
the tournament they’ve
made all the right moves
QVIL^IVKQVO\W\PMQZÅZ[\
Frozen Four. The Denver
Pioneers are normally
a high scoring team, so
Ferris State holding them
\WR][\IOWITQV\PMQZÅZ[\
round match-up was big.
If their defense can play
that well in their matchup with Union, the BullLWO[UIaÅVL\PMU[MT^M[
in the national champiWV[PQXNWZ\PMÅZ[\\QUM
And I think they will beat
Union. Yes, the Dutchmen have an impressive
24-7-7 record, but most
of their wins have come
against somewhat lower
teams. They’ll give Ferris
State a run for their money until the third period,
but the Bulldogs will pull
off a 3-2 win and advance
to the championship game
on April 7.
The last Frozen Four
game on April 5 will
feature a couple more well
known teams-the Minnesota Golden Gophers and
the Boston College Golden Eagles. Nobody really
expected the Gophers
to even be in the NCAA
tournament this year; particularly after four bad/
mediocre seasons in a row.
But they pulled it together
this year and they even
reached the nation’s top
ranking in early November. Boston College holds

the top ranking now and
the Golden Eagles will
defend their position in
<IUXII[\PMa[MMSIÅN\P
championship.
Both teams seem unstoppable right now; the
Gophers and Eagles made
easy work of their regional opponents, beating
them all by two or more
goals. If this tournament
had a team making an
upset run to the national
championship, I’d say it’d
be the Golden Gophers.
But I think their luck stops
here. One of BC’s two
wins in their region was
a 4-0 triumph over the
offensive powerhouse and
defending national champion Minnesota Duluth
Bulldogs; I just don’t see
the Gophers pulling off
the impossible and keeping up with the Golden
Eagles’ offensive attack.
Boston College beat
Minnesota 5-2 in their
last NCAA tournament
match-up in 2008 (which
was also the last time
the Gophers were in the
tournament) and they’ll
beat the Gophers again to
advance to the title game.
Give me BC in a 5-3 decision.
So now we have
Boston College and Ferris
State facing off on April
7 for the title. Like I said,
BC is too good on offense
for any other team to keep
up with and not even the
defense of Ferris State
will get the job done. The
Golden Eagles win the
national championship
3-1 and give their head
coach Jerry York his third
championship at BC, his
fourth overall, and the
[KPWWT\PMQZÅN\P
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Softball
Continued from Page
team.”
Erin Keen started the game
on the mound for the Marauders.
In four innings of work, she was
KPIZOML_Q\PÅ^MZ]V[_PQTMIT[W
giving up three hits and walking
\_WIVL[\ZQSQVOW]\Å^M3MMVOW\
\PM_QVZIQ[QVOPMZZMKWZL\W
:IKPMT,I^Q[UWXXML]XNWZ\_W
QVVQVO[\PMV-UQTa;QVKTIQZKIUM
WVNWZ\PMÅVITQVVQVO\WXQKS]X
PMZÅZ[\[I^MWN \PMaMIZ
Kelly Franks started the game
for the Huskies, but she was pulled
IN\MZR][\WVMQVVQVO[QVKM[PM_I[
[\IZ\QVO\PM[MKWVLOIUMI[_MTT
Franks gave up two runs, a hit and
\PZMM_ITS[QV\PI\ÅZ[\QVVQVOI[
[PM\WWSPMZÅN\PTW[[WN \PMaMIZ
3MVLZI5MZZQ\\KIUMWVNWZ\PM
next four innings. She gave up
three earned runs (four runs overall) and six hits while walking a
JI\\MZIVL[\ZQSQVOW]\\_W2IKSQM
5IVZQY]MXQ\KPML\PMTI[\\_WQVnings; she gave up two runs on two
hits to go with two walks and three
strikeouts.

Game 2

<PM[MKWVLOIUMWN \PM
LW]JTMPMILMZ_I[V¼\I[PQOP[KWZQVOI[\PMÅZ[\WVM7VKMIOIQV
the Huskies lost by three runs.
Game 2 ended in a 3-0 win for
the Marauders as they managed
\WKWUMI_IaNZWU\PMÅZ[\\_W
games played at Selke Field this
year with two important wins.
Every single run in this game
was off a home run, and all of
them were hit by the University
of Mary. In the top of the fourth
inning, Allison Brown took a fourXQ\KP_ITS\PMV5MTQ[[I/WVbITMb
PQ\I\_WZ]VPWUMZR][\IZW]VL
\PMTMN\ÅMTLXWTM\WOQ^M\PM5Irauders a 2-0 lead.
SCSU threatened a few times,
J]\KW]TLVW\[KWZMQV\PMLW]JTMPMILMZ¼[[MKWVLOIUM1V\PM
\WXWN \PM[M^MV\P5IZaÅVITTa
KIXXML\PMLIa¼[[KWZQVO_PMV

third baseman Sami Antolin hit a
PWUMZ]VW^MZ\PMTMN\ÅMTLNMVKM
\WUISM\PMÅVIT[KWZM
¹;MKWVLOIUM_I[KWUXTM\M
WXXW[Q\Mº2IKSQM,WWTMa[IQL
KWUXIZQVO/IUM¼[ZM[]T\\W
/IUM¹7]ZLMNMV[M_I[NIV\I[\QKJ]\W]ZWNNMV[MR][\KW]TLV¼\
really pull it together.”
“I thought defensively we
played well,” said Paula U’Ren. “I
think the silver lining is we know
we’re able to play defensively with
these teams.”
-UQTa;QVKTIQZ\WWS\PMUW]VL
NWZ5IZaQV\PM[MKWVLOIUM;PM
XQ\KPMLIKWUXTM\MOIUMOQ^QVO
]XWVTaÅ^MPQ\[_PQTM_ITSQVO
\PZMMIVL[\ZQSQVOW]\Å^MJI\\MZ[
;QVKTIQZVW_PI[IV ZMKWZLWV
the season.
*]\PMZZMKWZLKWUQVOQV\W
the game did not intimidate the
0][SQM[M[XMKQITTaVW\,WWTMa
¹;PM_I[LMKMV\º,WWTMa[IQL
when asked about why the team
KW]TLV¼\[KWZMIOIQV[\;QVKTIQZQV
Game 2. “But it was nothing that
_MKW]TLV¼\PI^MPQ\?MR][\LQLV¼\
ZMITTaILR][\_MTTJM\_MMVW]Z
at-bats.”
,WWTMaÅVQ[PML\PMLIa_Q\P
three hits and two RBI.
“We knew that we had an
WXXWZ\]VQ\a\W\ISM\PI\[MKWVL
OIUMº[IQL=¼:MV¹<PMaR][\
ended up putting the ball out of
\PMXIZSIKW]XTMUWZM\QUM[\PIV
we did. It’s not like us to get shut
out in a game.”
Kelly Franks started for SCSU
NWZ\PM[MKWVL\QUM;PM_MV\NW]Z
innings, giving up two runs on
three hits while walking two and
striking out six batters. Franks took
\PMTW[[LZWXXQVO\W3MVLZI
5MZZQ\\KIUMWVNWZ\PMTI[\\PZMM
innings, and all her stats were 1s:
she gave up one run on one hit
while walking one and striking out
one.
The Marauders used their doubleheader sweep to elevate their

0-91=41=;<)..807<7/:)80-:

*WJJQ*WWUOIZLMVLZQ^M\PMJITTQV\W\PMW]\ÅMTLQV;I\]ZLIa¼[OIUM<PM0][SQM[TW[\JW\P
OIUM[IVLIZMVW_QV\PM6;1+
ZMKWZL\WQV6;1+XTIaIVL
\PMQZW^MZITTZMKWZL\W!;+;=
LZWXXML\WQV\PMKWVNMZMVKMIVL\PMQZW^MZITTZMKWZLVW_
[\IVL[I\/IUMMVLMLQV
a 3-0 win for the Marauders as
\PMaUIVIOML\WKWUMI_IaNZWU
\PMÅZ[\\_WOIUM[XTIaMLI\;MTSM
Field this year with two important
wins.
Every single run in this game
was off of a home run, and all of
them were hit by the University
of Mary. In the top of the fourth
inning, Allison Brown took a four
XQ\KP_ITS\PMV5MTQ[[I/WVbITMb
PQ\I\_WZ]VPWUMZR][\IZW]VL
\PMTMN\ÅMTLXWTM\WOQ^M\PM5Irauders a 2-0 lead.
SCSU threatened a few times,
J]\KW]TLVW\[KWZMQV\PMLW]JTMPMILMZ¼[[MKWVLOIUM1V\PM\WX
WN \PM\P5IZaÅVITTaKIXXML
\PMLIa¼[[KWZQVO_PMV\PQZLJI[Mman Sami Antolin hit a home run
W^MZ\PMTMN\ÅMTLNMVKM\WUISM\PM
ÅVIT[KWZM
¹;MKWVLOIUM_I[KWUXTM\M

WXXW[Q\Mº2IKSQM,WWTMa[IQL
KWUXIZQVO/IUM¼[ZM[]T\\W
/IUM¹7]ZLMNMV[M_I[NIV\I[\QKJ]\W]ZWNNMV[MR][\KW]TLV¼\
really pull it together.”
“I thought defensively we
played well,” said Paula U’Ren. “I
think the silver lining is we know
we’re able to play defensively with
these teams.”
-UQTa;QVKTIQZ\WWS\PMUW]VL
NWZ5IZaQV\PM[MKWVLOIUM;PM
XQ\KPMLIKWUXTM\MOIUMOQ^QVO
]XWVTaÅ^MPQ\[_PQTM_ITSQVO
\PZMMIVL[\ZQSQVOW]\Å^MJI\\MZ[
;QVKTIQZVW_PI[IV ZMKWZLWV
the season.
*]\PMZZMKWZLKWUQVOQV\W
the game did not intimidate the
0][SQM[M[XMKQITTaVW\,WWTMa
¹;PM_I[LMKMV\º,WWTMa[IQL
when asked about why the team
KW]TLV¼\[KWZMIOIQV[\;QVKTIQZQV
Game 2. “But it was nothing that
_MKW]TLV¼\PI^MPQ\?MR][\LQLV¼\
ZMITTaILR][\_MTTJM\_MMVW]Z
at-bats.”
,WWTMaÅVQ[PML_Q\P\PZMMPQ\[

and two RBI on the day.
“We knew that we had an
WXXWZ\]VQ\a\W\ISM\PI\[MKWVL
OIUMº[IQL=¼:MV¹<PMaR][\
ended up putting the ball out of
\PMXIZSIKW]XTMUWZM\QUM[\PIV
we did. It’s not like us to get shut
out in a game.”
Kelly Franks started for SCSU
NWZ\PM[MKWVL\QUM;PM_MV\NW]Z
innings, giving up two runs on
three hits while walking two and
striking out six batters. Franks took
\PMTW[[LZWXXQVO\W3MVLZI
5MZZQ\\KIUMWVNWZ\PMTI[\\PZMM
innings, and all her stats were 1s:
she gave up one run on one hit
while walking one and striking out
one.
The Marauders used their
doubleheader sweep to elevate
\PMQZZMKWZL\WQV6;1+XTIa
IVL\PMQZW^MZITTZMKWZL\W!
;\+TW]L;\I\MLZWXXML\WQV
\PMKWVNMZMVKMIVL\PMQZW^MZITT
ZMKWZLVW_[\IVL[I\

Program runs in
a new direction
STAFF REPORT

3):4A0-::-:)/:)801+,-;1/6-:

)TQ[\WN ITT\PMKPIUXQWV[QV_QV\MZTMIO]M1V\ZIU]ZIT[;WUMIZMÅZ[\\QUM_QVVMZ[IVL[WUMPI^MZM
XMI\MLU]T\QXTM\QUM[

Intramural
Continued from
Page
“That’s when you know
you’re spoiled from winning.”
During Super Bowl
weekend, SCSU hosted a
regional tournament and
Femrite’s team had their
eyes set on winning the
tournament.
“Some of the team
wasn’t able to make it,
IVL_MÅVQ[PML[MKWVLº
Femrite said. “SCSU did an

M`KMTTMV\RWJI\PW[\QVO\PM
event.”
There is always a good
JITIVKMWN KWUXM\Q\QWVIVL
N]VIKKWZLQVO\W.MUZQ\M
He went on to say that
it’s tough when people are
not having fun with it, and
M^MZaWVMZMITTaMVRWa[RWSQVOIZW]VLIVLOQ^QVOMIKP
other a hard time all in
good fun.
A variety of sports are

offered for intramurals
_PQKPQVKT]LMJWW\PWKSMa
^WTTMaJITTLWLOMJITTSQKSJITTJI[SM\JITTIVL[WKKMZ
There are also leagues that
IZMKWML
Dodgeball seems to
one of most popular sports
offered.
Jared Braegelmann is
\PMKIX\IQVWN \PMLWLOM
ball team and his team won
\PMKPIUXQWV[PQX\PQ[aMIZ
making it the team’s third
in the last four years.
“Winning the third felt
R][\I[OWWLI[_QVVQVO\PM
ÅZ[\º*ZIMOMTUIVV[IQL
If anyone is on the

NZQVOMWN RWQVQVOZMITTa
KWV[QLMZQ\JMKI][MQ\Q[ITT
about having fun, he added.
¹1ZMOZM\VW\RWQVQVO
right away my freshman
year and waiting until my
sophomore year,” Braegelmann said.
<PMKW[\\WRWQVQ[
UQVQUITIVLKIVJM[XTQ\
amongst the entire team.
SCSU provides an
intramural option for some
of the most popular sports
in the area.
¹1\¼[IVQKM_Ia\WOM\
involved and meet new
people,” Femrite said.

<PMZ]VVQVOKIUX
meets on Tuesdays and
<PMZ]VVQVOKIUXQ[
Fridays from 12 to 1 p.m.
They meet as a group in the
for both the students and
ZMKZMI\QWVKMV\MZ¼[[\]LMV\
the staff of the St. Cloud.
TW]VOMZQOP\Ja\PMKTQUJQVO
There are many students
wall. Most training dates
and some staff that already
_QTTQVKWZXWZI\M_IZU]X
RWQVMLIVLPI^MMVRWaMLQ\
IK\Q^Q\QM[[\ZM\KPQVOIVL
so far.
KWWTLW_V\QUM
<PMKIUXQ[IXIZ\WN 
“The workout is difthe eight-week wellness
NMZMV\MIKP\QUMIVLWN\MV
KPITTMVOM\PI\Q[JMQVOX]\
on by SCSU Group Fitness. QVKT]LM[Z]VVQVO[XMML
workouts, strength training,
<PMMQOP\_MMSKPITTMVOM
KZW[[\ZIQVQVOM\KM\MZI
also plays host to other
IK\Q^Q\QM[[]KPI[\PM;+;= )VaWVMNZWU\PMKIUX][
KWUU]VQ\aKIVJMQV^WT^ML
WV\PM5W^MSZIKM
<PMZ]VVQVOKIUXQ[V¼\ QVKT]LQVO[\]LMV\[[\INN
IVLNIK]T\aº4IPZ[IQL
I[_MTTSVW_VI[\PMS
<PMKIUX[MMU[\WJM
SCSU Group Fitness say
KI\KPQVOWVIUWVO[\]\PMa¼ZMM`KQ\MLIJW]\\PQ[
LMV\[[\INN IVLNIK]T\aWV
aMIZ¼[Z]VVQVOKIUXJMKI][M]VTQSMXZM^QW][aMIZ[ \PM;+;=KIUX][
“Really the goal is to
this one is geared towards
MQ\PMZQV\ZWL]KMWZKWV\QV]M
beginning runners that are
to develop running, endurinterested in training for
IVKMIVL[\ZMVO\P\ZIQVQVO
\PMQZÅZ[\S<PMKIUXQ[
[SQTT[NWZXIZ\QKQXIV\[IVL
PW[\MLJa;\IKQ4IPZ
Lahr, a graduate student IT[WR][\PI^MN]V_WZSat SCSU, is working toward QVOW]\IVLM`MZKQ[QVOI[I
group,” Lahr said.
her masters degree in busiShe also said she’s hopeness administration. She is
N]T\PI\\PMKIUX_W]TL
an avid runner who shared
I\\ZIK\ITTSQVL[WN XMWXTM
her knowledge and experiThe group is setup to
MVKMIJW]\I[XMKQITSQVLWN 
make working out easier
running, trail running.
IVLUWZMWN IVM`XMZQMVKM
<PMKIUXQ[[M\]X[W
for the runner. Another goal
that so that some students
of Lahr’s is that people will
KIVÅVQ[PQ\ITT]XIVL
XIZ\QKQXI\MNWZ\PM;+;=WV KWV\QV]M\WZ]VIVLMVRWaQ\
I[U]KPI[[PMLWM[
\PM5W^MSZIKMWV)XZQT
12.
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Huskies swept by
University of Mary
Sean Davich
STAFF WRITER

Game 1

0-91=41=;<)..807<7/:)80-:

5QSIaTI0WOIV\PZW_[PMZJI\\W\PM[QLMIVLZ]V[LW_V\PMÅZ[\JI[MTQVML]Zing the Huskies game against the University of Mary Saturday at Selke Field.

On Saturday, the SCSU Huskies softball
opened their home conference schedule by
hosting the Marauders of the University of
Mary in a double header. In a game dominated by hot bats and runs being scored
here, there and everywhere, the Marauders
_WV\PMÅZ[\OIUM 
Mary opened the scoring with a pair
WN Z]V[QV\PM\WXWN \PMÅZ[\QVVQVO?Q\P
runners on second and third, Marauders
ÅZ[\JI[MUIV)TTQ[WV*ZW_VPQ\I\_WZ]V
LW]JTMR][\W^MZ;+;=KMV\MZÅMTLMZ5MOIV
Lehnen’s head.
Neither team would get on the board
again until the fourth inning, when the Huskies got a run back. Catcher Mikayla Hogan
doubled to the right-center gap to open the
inning, then Samantha Kanak came on to
pinch run for her. Kanak moved up to third
on a passed ball, then she came in to score
after shortstop Kelly Olson grounded in to a
ÅMTLMZ¼[KPWQKMUISQVO\PM[KWZM5IZa
after the fourth.
<PMÅN\PQVVQVO_I[_PMV\PM[KWZMJWIZLZMITTaTQ\]X)\\PM\WXWN \PMQVVQVO
5IZI]LMZ[KI\KPMZ2M[[QKI)T^IZILW[QVOTML
then she went to second on a single by
*ZW_V5IZa[PWZ\[\WX5MTQ[[I/WVbITMb
PQ\ILW]JTM\WLMMXZQOP\\W[MVL)T^IZILW
PWUMIVL*ZW_V\W\PQZL\WQVKZMI[M\PM

David Eddy
has the NHL
in his sights
Ryan Fitzgerald
SPORTS EDITOR

,I^QL-LLaPI[JMMV
playing hockey since the
age of four and has been
dreaming of playing in
the NHL his entire life.
He is well on his way
singing a entry level twoyear two-way contract
_Q\P\PM)JJW\[NWZL0MI\
_PQKPQ[\PM)04)UMZQcan Hockey League) team
for the Calgary Flames.
-LLaPILINMMTQVOQN 
he was to forgo his senior
season that some teams
would pursue him.
“Some teams had
already told me that they
were interested in me,”
[IQL-LLa¹1\Q[IZMITTa
fun experience playing
here and playing the
game I’ve loved since I
was little.”
-LLa_I[[QOVML\WIV
)<7)UI\M]Z<ZaW]\
WV5IZKPIVLQ[K]Zrently staying in a hotel in
*ZQ\Q[P+WT]UJQI+IVIda. He has played in one
game so far and is excited
for the future.
“It’s always exciting

moving up a level because
the game becomes that
much more competitive
IVLNI[\MZº-LLa[IQL
)N\MZPMIZQVO\PMVM_[
WN JMQVO[QOVML-LLa¼[
ÅZ[\XPWVMKITT_I[\WPQ[
family which included
his mother, father and
brother. The next calls
were to his close friends.
“This whole experiMVKMPI[JMMVIUIbQVO
and my family and friends
[]XXWZ\UMXMZKMV\º
-LLa[IQL
The style of play that
-LLaXTIa[Q[WVMWN \PM
reasons he was signed.
Coaches and scouts really
appreciate the fact that
he does things a lot of
players do not want to
do. That’s how the game
should be played and
some players do not like
\WLW\PMLQZ\a[\]NN-LLa
said.
?WZSQVOPIZLPI[IT[W
PMTXML-LLaJTW[[WUQV\W
the player he has become.
“Just like any other
sport, the people who
work the hardest go the
N]Z\PM[\º-LLa[IQL¹1¼U
just going to work as hard

5IZI]LMZ[¼TMIL\W<PMV,03ZQ[\QV
7ZU[JaPQ\I\PZMMZ]VJWUJ\WTMN\ÅMTL\W
X][P5IZa¼[TMIL\W
*]\;+;=_I[V¼\Y]Q\MLWVM
;MKWVLJI[MUIV,IVQMTTM:IPVLZM_I
_ITS\WWXMV\PMJW\\WUWN \PMÅN\P\PMV
she advanced to third on a scalding double
LW_V\PMTMN\ÅMTLTQVMJa+PZQ[;IQb;IQb
_I[TQN\MLNWZXQVKPZ]VVMZ3I\M:WJQV[WV
\PMVTMN\ÅMTLMZ2IKSQM,WWTMa[\MXXML]X
to the plate and smacked a two-run double
\W\PMTMN\KMV\MZOIX\WK]\;+;=¼[LMÅKQ\
\W\PZMM<PMV,06QKWTM;\MQVTMIVL\PQZL
JI[MUIV2WZLIV/ZMTTSVWKSMLQV\_WUWZM
Z]V[*a\PMMVLWN \PMQVVQVO\PM0][SQM[
got all four of those runs back and were only
LW_VOWQVOQV\W\PMTI[\\_WQVVQVO[
*]\\PMa_W]TLOM\VWKTW[MZ5IZa
added two more insurance runs in the last
\_WQVVQVO[NWZ\PM ÅVIT
2IKSQM,WWTMaLQL[MMIXW[Q\Q^MTQOP\NWZ
PMZ\MIUQV\PMÅZ[\OIUM
“Our defense wasn’t all there, but we
XTIaMLOZMI\WNNMV[Q^MTaº,WWTMa[IQL
“I don’t really think we brought that bad
a game,” added Huskies head coach Paula
=¼:MV¹1OQ^M5IZaKZMLQ\#\PMaZMITTa
came up with the big hits. They executed
\PMQZOIUMXTIVZMITTa_MTT#\PMa¼ZMI\W]OP

  See  Softball / Page 14

Winter league
intramurals are
over; champions
are revealed
Ryan Fitzgerald
SPORTS EDITOR

;0=621-A76/>1;=)4;-,1<7:

David Eddy has forgone his senior season at SCSU
to try his luck in the AHL in British Colombia, Canada with the Calgary Flames club team.

as I can like I was taught
and see where it takes
me.”
?PQTM-LLaQ[WV\PM
)JJW\[NWZL0MI\PMZMally wants to work on his
strength and speed.
¹-^MZa\QUMaW]UW^M
up a level it’s always
NI[\MZº-LLa[IQL¹1R][\
got to speed my brain up
and get stronger in every
aspect of my game, and I

hope it shows.”
Forgoing his senior
season wasn’t really that
tough of a decision for
-LLaJMKI][M\PQ[Q[
always something he has
wanted to do.
“I can always go back
if this doesn’t work out for
UMº-LLa[IQL¹1XTIa

;MMEddy Page 13

?QV\MZ1V\ZIU]ZIT[IZMW^MZIVL\PMKPIUXQWV[WN ITT
teams have reached the highest honors: bragging rights of
claiming the top spot in their respective sport.
)TW\WN XMWXTMLWV¼\ZMITQbM\PI\\PMaKIVXIZ\QKQXI\M
in intramural sports, whether they are a competitive person or not.
¹)JMVMÅ\WN XTIaQVOQ[\PI\\PMaIZMJTI[\IVL\PMaOM\
aW]QV\W[PIXMM[XMKQITTaQV\PM_QV\MZº[IQL*MV?MQL\
UIZSM\QVO[XMKQITQ[\NWZ+IUX][:MKZMI\QWV
5WZM\PIV\PMJMVMÅ\WN XTIaQVOQ[\PI\Q\Q[IOZMI\
way to have fun and meet new people around campus
_Q\P\PM[IUMQV\MZM[\[?MQL\[IQL
“It gives students a chance to play the sport they love
_Q\P\PMQZNZQMVL[º?MQL\[IQL¹)TT\PMKWUXM\Q\QWV[IZM
good-natured but still competitive, and it makes for a great
atmosphere.”
Furthermore, playing intramurals is one way to stay in
shape.

“It’s a great way to keep in shape,” said Matt Femrite,
captain of the men’s basketball team. “Once you get to
know people down at the gym it makes the games more
enjoyable.”
Femrite’s basketball team has not lost a league game in
Å^M[MUM[\MZ[
“There were a couple games this semester where we
won close games, and it felt like we lost,” Femrite said.
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Like sports?
The Chronicle is currently looking for sports
writers and photographers.
6WRSE\RXURIÀFHLQ6WHZDUW+DOO
or email:
sports@universitychronicle.net
Ni`k\XYflkjgfikjXe[^\kgX`[]fi[f`e^`k%

